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"Statistical teaching centres might well include in the curriculum \

some small amount of time on preparation of procedures. How many students '■,

with doctor's degrees have had the experience of writing a set of procedures ;

for a study, complete with statistical controls to detect departures from

the procedure prescribed, and"of learning the hard way that he may have to !
write these instructions twelve times before he learns that if there is any !
possible way to misconstrue an instruction, someone will-do it? '

i

"Our statistical teaching centres might well also give some attention ' . j
to analysis of actual (dirty) data, and by this I don't mean more theory in !

estimation and analysis of variancer How many' students have had the •

experience of trying to dig out information from the results of a study and |

to write a report in intelligible words to 3ay wh&t the results mean and [
what they dorJt mean, with a full disclosure of what went wrong? Under what i

circumstances might the conclusions be expected to hold? What training do i

students get in the evaluation of differences between investigators, non- j

sampling errors, and departures froii> procedures, and their possible effects :"

on the conclusions? How many students know'that a piece of scientific work . i"

is often more noted for its evaluation'of the uncertainties in the results

than for the results themselves?" " :
i

W«Ee Deming. "Boundaries of Statistical inference", in N.L. Johnson j

and H. Smith Jr., edy> New Developments in Survey Sampling (New York, !

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1969). ' I



ERRORS AND BIASES IN DEMOGRAH1IC DATA AND ESTIMATES*

I. INTRODUCTION

1 * - Demographic data collected through personal interview or by other

methods, either on a census (complete enumeration) or sample basis, are

edited, tabulated, and presented in the form of totals (e.g., of population),
average (e.g., average^age at the first toirth of'a: child), rates (e.g.,
birth and death rates), or other derived functions (e.g., those of a life

table). From collection to final summarization, the data are subject to

different types of errors and biases.

2. This paper reviews the different types of errors and biases that exist

in demographic data and also the methods of evaluation and adjustment. It

is divided into a number of sections, dealing successively v/ith the

classification of errors in collected 'and processed data; the statistical

model of errors and biases; examples of response biases; methods of

evaluation and control of sampling errors; and detection and .evaluation

of response errors.

II.-. CLASSIFICATION OF ERRORS IN COLLECTED DATA

II.1. General .

3. The importance »f giving proper and adequate attention to errors

and biases in data can best be illustrated *y the forceful words of Deming;

"For what profiteth a statistician to design a beautiful sample when the

questionnaire will not elicit the information desired, or if the universe

has not been satisfactorily defined, or the field-force is so badly

organized that the results will not be worth tabulating". 1/ This

observation applies, of course, to design of censuses too. The most

comprehensive classification of the different types of errors and biases

in collected data has also been made by 'Deming. 2/ These are illustrated

with examples from demographic data. Their first broad classification

according to source is: (a) Errors having their origin in sampling^ and
(b) Errors which are common to both censuses and samples.

II.2. Coverage and content errors

k. It will be convenient at this stage to distinguish two types of

errors - errors of coverage and errors of content. If, in the' particular

area, some households, persons, etc. are not covered at all or enumerated

* This is a slightly revised version of the paper presented at the Inter- .

regional Workshop on Methodology of. Demographic. Sample Surveys, Copenhagen,

Denmark, 211 September - 3 October 1969, and reprinted in Methodology of

Demographic Sample Surveys, (United Nations Publication, Sales No.:

E'.71..XVII.11). It is based on R.K. Som, "Recall Lapse in Demographic

Enquiries" (Bombay. Asia Publishing House, 1973), chap. I, "Errors and

biases in deir&graphic data".

1/V?J. Denting, Some Theory of Sampling (New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1950).

2/ Ibid., Chap. 2;
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more than once, this is a coverage error. If a particular unit is covered

in the inquiry, but there is a mistake in recording its relevant character

istics (the age of a person, for example, for whatever reasons: he hiinself

may not knov* his exact age),, that is a content (or classification) error.

There may be some balancing out of both" these types of errors.

II.3. Errors having their origin in sampling

5. These can be either (i) sampling errors, or («ii) sampling biases.
Errors other than sampling errors are called non-sampling errors and biases.

These include, therefore, sampling biases, and errors which are common to

both censuses and samples.

/ ■ ■ ■

II.3 (i) Sampling errors
* ' ' -^»*^^^™**^^™«^-« I Bill" ■ * * » S f iJ 1

. ' , :■•■.'. .'■■ ■ - . ■% ■ ' '".■ ..:. /■■-*;■■'. ' '■ ,

6.-' - The estimates of a universe parameters,1 obtained' in the1 standard ■ •

manner, will not, except in fortuitous circumstances, be exactly the same

as the value of the universe parameter itself. This is simply because'a

part, and not all of the units of the universe, is covered. A measure of

the degree to vrtiich the sample estimate differs from the expected survey

value (which is obtained on repeated applications of the sampling procedure)
is given by the sampling error, the square of which is called the sampling

variance. The question of estimation of universe parameters and their

sampling variances has been dealt with in standard text-books on sampling.

II.3 (ii) Sampling biases

7. In a sample survey, in addition "to sampling errors, sampling biases

may arise from inadequate or faulty conduct of the specified probability '

sample or from faulty methods of estimation of the universe values.

8. Inadequate or faulty conduct of the designated probability sample.

These include defects in frames (in both the available frames and those

prepared by the enumerators in a multi-stage design), vrong selection
procedures, and partial or incomplete enumeration of the selected units

(areas or households).

9. Biases of the estimating procedure. These may either be deliberate,

due to uses of a based estimating procedure itself, or may be due to the

use of a wrong formula for estimation,

10. With respect to biases inherent in the estimating procedure, one may

cite the example of the unavoidable bias in 'a particular estimate, even

though the components may be unbiased, that is, the ratio of the unbiased

estimators of two totals. However, an upper limit of such a bias, inherent

in the estimation of ratios., expressed as a ratio to the standard error of

the estimator can be found mathematically. Moreover, if the sample is

arranged in the form of interpenetrating networks of sub-samples (see
paragraphs 92-109), this'bias can be reduced, ]>/

3/ See Standard textbooks on sampling.
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11." As concerns the bias due to methods'of estimation not design-based,

such biases will arise when one follows estimation., procedures that are

not 'strictly based, on the sampling method ■ adopted.", Three

situations are to be considered; that when a sample design that is not

selfT-weighting is treated as ;if it were; that~when estimates of variances,

covariances, etc. are computed at higher levels of aggregation of rates

and ratios; and that when the sample is selected as if it had come from a

stratified design, when the. design is either uristratified or stratified with

respect, to another variable.

12. A common bias in the estimation' procedure occurs when, for simplicity

of computation, the sample is treated as simple random, or self-weighting,

when it is neither of these. In the Household Budget Survey in the Ivory

Coast, i?62, the sample was arranged in two stages. In the first stage, 100

villages were selected v*ith probability proportional to the population, as

obtained from the last known administrative census; and in each selected

sample village, four households were selected with*equal probability out of

the total number of households actually listed during the inquiry by the.

enumerators.4/ The design was treated as.self-weighting on the assumption

that the correlation between the administrative census population and the

currently listed number of households was very high. _£/

13. Even in a sample, design that is not self-^weighting, however, estimators

of ratios based on the unweighted sample, frequencies would be subject to a

much smaller bias than the improperly weighted numerator and denominator.

When resources do not permit the building up of a host of estimates proper on

application of ■ the multipliers, such unweighted estimators of ratios maybe

obtained for the less important items. A comparison should in any case be

made sf the estimates based on proper and simplified weights for some

important items in order to obtain an idea of the magnitude and direction

of the bias of the simpler estimates. Table 1 presents some results from

the Population Survey conducted in the former States of Mysore in India in

1951-1952 by the United Nations and Government of India, and from the

Indian National Sample Survey, May-August 1953. In the Mysore. Survey, of^
the nine estimates relating to the nine, different geographical areas within

the state, all the birth rates and eight of the death rates were within

3 per cent of the properly weighted estimates; in the Indian National

Survey/ only two out of the 22 estimates for the different sex-geographical

area combinations for the percentage of population gainfully employed were

outside U. per cent of the properly weighted estimates.

hj In point' of fact, the sample design was more complex: the total house

holds in a sample village were stratified into two stratas, depending on

whether or not.the heact of the household was also the head of the

extended family (Chef de lignage); and one and three households

respectively vrere selected from the two strata,

5/ Conseil scientifique pour lfAfrique et Commission de Cooperation

Technique en Afrique, Methodblogie des Enquetes sur les Budgets Familiaux,

Projet Conjoint -No.9, Vol.IV, Publication No.95.
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Table 1, Cumulative distribution of the index of the unweighted estimates

of some demographic.parameters to the properly weighted estimates:

India, 1953,'and Mysore-State,'India, 1951-1955" ■. - .

Index
Mysore State, 1951-1952 India- 1953

Birth rate Death rate Percentage employed

■Oi) (2) 13) (k)

"100 _+ 1 per cent

, . ^ 2 per cent

■ ■:■ . *. ■' 3 per cent

> ■ _+ . h. per cent

_+ 10 per cent

_£ 11 per cent

± 15 per cent

k *

7

8

8

8"

9 -

9

3

13
18

20

21

21

22

Source's; The Mysore Population Study (United Nations publication, Sales No.:
"&1-.XIII-.5); RrKn Som, Recall Lapse in Demographic Enquiries. (Bombay,

■ ' Asia Publishing House, 1973)*

14.' Computation of estimates of variances and covariances from results at

higher levels .of aggregation will be illustrated by the following example.

In the .demographic sample survey (.1955~'1957) in Zaire, which comprized six
provinces;, 26 districts, and 138 -territories, each territory was treated as

a separate stratum* The populatl on. of. each territory was further stratified

into rural, mixed, and- urban. The sampling units in the rural and mixed

segments were: "localities13, i.e., village or comparable clusters. These ..

were again stratified in the rural segments by tribe and by size. The

sampling units in the segments of mixed agglomerations were stratified by

socio-economic characteristics, and by size. Every tenth unit in each

stratum was selected systematically,, Sampling units in the urban areas were

households or compounds. Thesewere stratified, within each stratum by the

listed number of occupants, and the selection of units within each.stratum

was* systematic with a sampling fraction of one-seventh.

15. Results of various demographic measures such as birth rate and proportion

of childless-women were published only for the 26 districts, the six

provinces, and the country. But correlation coefficients between the . .

fertility.measures were computed in a recent publication by treating the

birth rate, proportion of childless women; etc. for the 26 districts as the

original data, and conclusion drawn. 6/ That this is a faulty procedure

can easily be seen.. Just as one obtains an estimate of the birth rate ■ •

for the country from the simple unbiased (or ratio-, or. regression-) ,

estimates of the numerator (number-.of. births) and the denominator, (population)

6/ A. Rcmaniuk, "The Demography of the Democratic Republic of the Congo",

inW:, DrasSy-A.J, Coale, Po Demeny,D. Heisel, F. Lofimer, A. Romaniuk,

'.. .anft.Eo' varide.-Walle, The Demography, of Tropical Africa (Princeton, K.J.,

Princeton University Press, 1968}, "chap* 6. ■ ■ "
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at the levels of the ultimate strata, and not from.a simple average of the

published birth rate for the 26' provinces*, "3O'*sh:ou3jii-oha -obtained the variance

of the birth rate, and the covariance and the correlation coefficient

between birth rate and proportion of childless woraeria

.16. The results, of computing variances and correlation coefficients by

following the design-based procedure and from the published results, .

. relating to higher levels of aggregation than the strata, are illustrated

in Table 2 from the'data of the Indian. National Sample Survey, 1953-1954,

and 1958-1959. In each of these surveys, the whole of India comprised a'

number of strata which were formed by grouping administrative sub-divisions.

In each'stratum, sampling was three-stage in 1953-1954, and single-stage

.in'1958-1559. ■"■'". '."■■, ■ - ■ "

Table 2. Estimates of percentage standard errors arid correlation

■ coefficient of birth and death rates in demographic sample surveys

Percentage 1 standard Correla

., .. , „ . ,. . error of tion
Survey Method, of computation —— "—"dlatT coeffi-

. '. rate ' rate ' ciant

India ■ (a) Design-based 3*5 6.4. 0.V1 .
(1953-1954) (b) From birth and death ■ ■ . \ ' . . "

rates of 6 zones 8.0- 12.3. 0.66.

inclia .. (&) Design-based • 1.9 . 3.8 0.37
(1958-1.959) . (bj From birth and .death

. •, . . ■; rates of 14-States ,' k-k ^ . 9.5 0.7.6 '
(c).From birth and death

■ :'.. : rates of 5 zones , .5.7 11-5' 0.98 '

ESources: R.K. Som, Recall'Lapse. in Demographic Enquiries (Bombay, Asia .
. ■■■ Publishing House,. .1.973); R.-K. Som, A.K« De,,B.T. Pillai, H.

. Mukherjee^ and, S.M.U.. Sarma, Preliminary Estimates of Birth and

-. . Dec.th Rates and of the Rate .of '&rovrbh of Popv "'-ajn.on, National Sample

Survey Report N0.48. (New Delhi, Government of India, 1961);
., • ■ . Economic Commission for. Africa, Statistical Newsletter, No. 29-.

(March, 196.9). .■

■ II.4. Errors'conunon to both censuses and samples

17. Although such types of errors are common to both censuses and samples,

these errors are likely to be greater in magnitude in censuses than in ■

samples. These'errors maybe broadly classified'as follows; (i) errors due
to inadequate preparation; (ii) errors of. tnon-response; ..(iii) response or
ascertainment or observational errors;' (iv") processing errors; (v). errors
in constructing estimates; (vi) errors in interpretation;'and (vii) errors
in publication.- -As these.headings are not strictly mutually exclusive, .

there maybe some overlapping, especially .for the .first three.
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11,4 (i) Errors due to inadequate preparation . ■ . - ._

18. Errors due to inadequate preparation include: failure to state care

fully the objectives of the inquiry and to decide on the requied statistical

information; drawbacks of the questionnaire and lack of clarity of concepts,

definitions and instructions; failure to define the universe with sufficient

precision and to provide precise instructions and definitions; and- careless

and disorganized field procedure, including faulty methods of selection-of

enumerators and supervisors and faulty or insufficient training. A few

examples of such errors are given below. . ,

19^, One common sourceis the faulty demarcation of the boundaries .of the

geographical units leading to the'omission of a cluster of households; one -

reason is that available maps do not contain the details-required and the

■other, is, that such,maps are not updated to take, account^of the /:nsw premises

that are built between the time and imp is prepared and the inquiry is

conducted. ' , .

20. In a demographic "inquiry, information could be collected on current

fertility and mortality (births and deaths occurring in the households

during the. 365 days preceding the date of inquiry) and also on%fertility -

history, eog., total children born alive and number of children alive " • '
at the date of inquiry: these items have, in fact, been recommended'for

the 1970 round of population censuses "in Africa, to be collected preferably

on a sample basis. ]/ If the question of current births is asked only of

the mothers who are alive on the; survey d.atej those occurring to mothers -who

were dead by the survey date would b"e omitted; similarly, informatlon on

deaths to all the members of a household, or to persons after whose deaths

the household is dissolved or re-forms .in more than one. part,, may not be
obtained unless specific procedures, are laid down to collect it. Thus,

unless such births .and deaths are included, one would not get the totality

of all the births and deaths in the reference period. The procedure

adopted for recording deaths in*the Indian National Surveys since 1958 is

as follows: if a household disintegrates consequent on the death of a

person, his death will be recorded in the household in which the surviving

members are residing as .normally resident members. , If a household splits

up consequent on the death ;df, for example, the head of a joint family,

and his widow survives, the death will be recorded in the household where

she is now considered as a usual member; otherwise, the order would be

the senior male survivor down.:through all the.males; and if .none, the

senior female survivor, jy

7/ African Recommendation for -the 1970 Population Censuses, Economic

r.nmmiac-inn for AfV-ir.P (E/CN.1L/tAS .6/1). April 1968. Report of the

Consultative G-roup on the African Census Programme, Economic Commission

' for Africa, 1971 ^

8/ Indian Statistical Institute. National Sample Survey, Seventeenth Round,

Instructions to Field Workers,. Calcutta, 1961 (mimeographed)-..
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21 * In the Post Enumeration Sample Survey in Ghana in 1960, the items

of information on current fertility ai'd mortality; relating to woman

aged 15 years and over$ WGre-the-number of children born "during the past

twelve monthsj and the numbers and ages at death of those dying during

the period. Note that? by definitions births during the past ;oy.relve

months to mothers who were dead by the time of the survey and deaths

during the sauie period to household members whose mothers were not alive

or not members of the sample households v/ere excluded,, The effect of

such exclusion was serious for current nio.rtality data., so that no mortality

estimates, except on infant mortality... could be prepared frnni the, collected

data*

22. In an inquiry designed to estimate the size and characteristics of a

specific population group., selected after a preliminary screening (whers
the mesh cannot, perforce be fine) of the general population, bias may be

introduced at the stage of screening by the failure to take precautions

against the occurrences of; (a) "false negatives", i.e., persons actually-

belonging.to the specific population group but not. classified as such; and

(b)."false positives'1, ioeo; persons not actually belonging to the population

group but classified as such, For axample. inquiries on the prevalence of

pulmonary tuberculosis were genei'ally conducted by first screening, by

means of miniature X-rays, the general population (excluding children under

age five years) in the selected areas (or households) and then bacteriologi-

cally examining sputum and laryngosl- swab of only those shotting evidence

of any pathology in the X-ray filuss but a study made in the United States

in 1947 showed that in a single 'raading of X-raya > 54 per cent of cases

showing a moderate degree of tuberculosis and 0t8 per cent of oases with

no evidence of tuberculosis were diagnosed as positivec 9/ Although in
such a procedure the nuicber of "falsa positives" could be estimated, that

of "false, negatives" (andy therafore. the true total number of persons

with pulmonary tuberculosis) could not bo estimated, unless-a sample of

persons from those not showing ovidence of any pathology in the X-ray

films were also covered for bacteriological examinations of spitum and .

laryngeal swab: the latter procedurs. is 'now reportedly being followed, and

recommended- by the World Health Organization,, Similarly; bias will be

introduced in a survey of agricultural labour households- if it is confined

only to thoce households which an. classified as such at the stage of

listing all . the households in the selected areas on the basis of some

broad information such as total timo spent on, or total income from, .

different occupations pursued :-.n a given period by members of the households."

The bias could be'" avoided b,y taking a sample of the households that are not

classified as-those of agricultural labourer, at xh6 listing stage and also

by conducting the inquiry among thesn households. In all such cases, of

course., estimates from both the groups (-hose which are classified-as

"positive" at the.screening stage and those who &re not) should be combined
to provide estimate? for the specific population group under study.

9/ J. Yerushalmy and J« Neyman, Public Health Reports, 67 (19V7)
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II.4- (ii) Errors of non-response or incomplete samples

23. Non-response could be due to the non-coverage of areal units (coverage
errors)'because of incomplete listing or inaccessibility'(due to difficulties
of the terrain), the absence from home of respondents when the dwelling^ '
units.'are visited-("not at homes"), the inability to-answer some questions,
and the refusals to answer a question. Non-response increases both the

sampling'error.(by decreasing, the effective sample size) and ths.non- .
'.sampling' error,. ■ ,;. _...,,_,,. * ■ .■'".'-,,■•. L-'.- - .■■'. '■ ■ "'-

24. An example of response errors is the deficiency in the reported.number

of two-member households in a morbidity inquiry which Has attributed to.

the failure, of the enumerators to revisit missed households',-'in'which'
childless married women working away from home vrere likely to predominate., 10/

25* .Another example of missing data is the enumerator's failure to include
aero as a response in the schedule. Such an error in reporting the.number

. of chiikren ever born can be substantial: for each hundred actually childless
cases, the following were estimated to.be,erroneously classified as such:

3 in Singapore (194-7) and Malaya (1957); 7 in Japan (1950); 37 in France
(1946); and 44 Egypt (44). H/ In "other situations, where information, is
required on physical characteristics of.some survey items on the adoption

of objective techniques of measurement, the necessary information maybe

lacking due to the failure"to reach the. survey units at the right time to

collect the data: these difficulties arise mainly in agricultural surveys,

where crop areas and yields have to be measured on the spot, but have also

their counterparts in demographic inquiries, as, for example., in conducting
tests, vfor literacy. _12/ ' ■ ■

II.4 (iii) Response or ascertainment or observational errors 13/

26, These refer to~the differences between the individual survey values
'and. the corresponding true values (see paragraphs VI-45). Thus, if- a

10/ C.V; Kiser, "Pitfalls in sampling for population study", Journal of the
■ American Statistical Association, Vol.29 (1934), ppo. 250-256,

11/ M.J.. El-Badry, "Failure of enumerators to make entries of zero: errors
in recording childless cases in population censuses", Journal of the

. American Statistical Association, vol.26, No.296 (1961), pp. 909-924.

"12/ Kendall and Buckland suggested the use of the term ?failure" rate^ or
- "non-achievement" rate to indicate the proportions of units from -which

information could not be obtained because of failure to contact" the
individual or arrival of the enumerator for crop-cutfeing experiment after

• harvesting; the term "non-response" might-be confined to those cases
the individual is contacted but refuses to reply or is unable to do so

'for reasons such as deafness or illness; See'(M.G. Kendall and W.R.
Bucklandf A Dictionary of Statistical Terms (Edinburgh,, Oliver. & Boyd, i960)

13/ "The term 'ascertainment error1- (Mahalanobis) ispreferable as it would
include errors due to non-response and also cases of collection of data

by methods other than interviewing, e.g. direct physical observation of

fields for crop estimated". Ibid.
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household does not report any birth when, in fact, one had occurred during

the reference period> the data would contain a response error (of coverage);
even if a birth is reported3 but the date of birth given incorrectly, that

would constitute, another response error (of content).

27. The magnitude and direction of response errors depend upon the survey

procedures and conditions— the skill of the enumerator, the time given for

interview, the inclusion of fully detailed probes in the schedule, the
acceptance of proxy- interviews,"and the* knowledge. understanding and .

co-operation of - the respondents^ the general climate.of attitudes and.

opinions ? etc The response error nay be unintentional or it may be

deliberate on the part of the respondents, A person may not know his exact

age, or he may.report his age wrongly even when he knows it. The fear of

the "evil eye" in reporting births, especially of males, is known in some

cultures. \Kj , ■ - ■ ... •

^28.■•: An example of the response" errors resulting from faulty design of the
schedule and instructions, is the failure to distinguish clearly between

still births and births still alive, and between still births and those

born alive but since dead., jjj/ Furthermore, information on the total
number of children ever born cennot generally be. collected accurately

-unless., for each marriage of a woman, account is taken separately of. those

born alive but since dead, and.those living: and among the second.category,

-those living, in the present household,, and these living apart.

29.■■ A common mistake in schedule design is to restrict oneself to the

items for which final estimates are required, and. not to include .their

components or those which are required' to elicit the desired information.

The inclusion of such ancillary items in the schedule at a marginal- cost^

has two. advantages: first, such" information acts as a check on that obtained
.for. the principal items; secondly., these.items may be standardized and not

left to the enumerators to formulate.,

30'. The following response error was reported in the
fertility data in the 1951 Census of England and Wales (United Kingdom).
For-an appreciable number of women married more than once, whose earlier

marriages were not reported and who were thus included among the group

termed -'married once only" , the total number of children- in al} the

marriages, were associated with ths current marriages. At marriage ages

of 35-39 years, where this.error was concentrated, the total fertility in

. A. Das Gupta, "Determination of fertility level and trend'in defective

■ registration areas", Bulletin de I'Institut. international de statjstinue,

• vol0 36.(1958), p^v 127-136"".. "~ .. . .

15/ Two criteria for distinguishing between still-born infants and those

born alive, but since dead, are mere pulsation of the cord and one cry

from the baby, which are the signs of 'life. See, Foetal- Infant and

Early Childhood Mortality, Volume I, The Statistics (United Nations
publication. Sales No.: I&.IV.7).
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the first five years■of marriage might have been overstated by as.much as

10 per cent, 16/ . .

31. In a survey in the city of Calcutta in 1956-1957, large discrepancies

were observed in the reporting of contraceptive practices by husbands and

wives, even when interviewed by enumerators of the same sex; the reports

by the husbands were more dependable, subject mainly to recall lapse. 17/

. In a1survey in the United States of America, both husband and wife were

asked questions relating to their sexual life within marriage; the answers

were then compared. 18/ Some of these checks'are negative in the sense
that they would not reveal any systematic bias-.

32. The enumerator may also,have ^conscious or unconscious biases. For

example, he maylike to record numerical answers in round figures, or he

may over-record or under-record some figures for particular groups of units.

33. individual respo'nse may either be positive or negative; in the -total, -
there will be some cancelling out of the positive and negative errors, so

that the net error will be zero., positive or negative. If the individual

response errors behave in a random manner, so that positive and negative

errors cancel out, some estimates;, such as those of totals, means, ratios

etc., will not be affected by the response errors although the variability

of the estimates may well be increased. On the other hand, there may be

some response errors which occur in a systematic manner and do not cancel out;

these maybe termed response biases (see paragraph 60), Some errors may,

however, cancel out over the survey as a whole but remain substantial

within particular subgroups: it cannot also be assumed generally that all

the subgroups will be equally affected by the errors.

3W One particular source of response error is that of recall. Many items'

in'an inquiry- relate to events that occurred in the near or distant past,

and the problem is both to remember these events and place them in the

16/ B«, Benjamin, "Quality.of response in census taking", Population
Studies., vol.8, No.3 (195^), PP- 288-293.

jV7/ S.J. Poti, B. Chakrabortij and C.R, Malakar, "Reliability of data
relating to contraceptive practice, iriC.V. Kiser, ed., Research

in Family Planning (Princeton, N.Jty Princeton University Press,.
1962), pr>. 51-65.

18/ A.C. Kinsey, W.B. Pomeroy, and C.E., Martin, Sexual Behaviour in
the Human Male (Philadelphia, Saunders, 19^8); quoted in C JL. Moser
and &. Kalton, Survey Method's in Social Investigation (2nd edn.)

(London, Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., 1971), p. 392+..
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correct time periods. 1%/ When such a recall error occurs in a systematic
manner and can be expressed as a function of the "recall"period "(i.e., the
period that elapsed between the occurrence of the event and the time of

the inquiry),, it is called the recall lapse. Recall lapse may relate to
the reporting of births and deaths, reporting of the births of a prefer
ential sex, under-reporting of infant deaths, reporting of sickness, etc.,

all of which can be seen to be a-function of the recall period. Recall
lapse, like other response biases,-may be of the ©overage or content
error type.

II.4 (iv) Processing errors .

35. Processing errors may be introduced at different stages of data-
processing, from editing to final presentation in. the form of summary.-

tables. . These errors are generally easier, to control, however, on the

basis of sample re-verification, including, the insertion of dummy entries

etc. _20/ The possibility of occurrence of..simple computation errors is.

not generally admitted explicitly, a refreshing exception being the study

of the registration data in Uttar Pradesh;, a..comparatively developed state
in India: "The. published figures do not necessarily conform with the .

actual registration in the villages-. This .vitiates all calculations

regarding corrected birth rates". j2l/ For the population census data of ■

Yugoslavia, errors nade during the individual phases of manual processing

were found to be quite considerable, when compared with the total of ■■- "'
- corrected errors. 22/ i

12/ In the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the method of obtaining
data on past events by asking persons to supply information from

■ memory is known as the "anamnestic" method, derived from the Greek

wo;rd anamnesis, meaning "recollection". This method has been used in
areas where the registration of population data was non-existent or

deficient,, and more recently, ir. 1959, to study ic. the whole of the
USSR the.inter-relationships of fertility with employment of.women,

housing conditions, -and income. See. A.M. Vostrikova, Sample Surveys

in Demographic Statistics (Moscow, i.963); V.A. Eystrova, "The
anaranestip method of studying demographic.process" Proceedings of

the World Population Conference T 1965; Vol... Ill (United Nationa
publication, Sales No.: 66.XIII.,7, pp. 131-136).

20/ P.C. Mabalanobis, Recent Experiments in Statistical Sampling in the
Indian Statistical Institute (Bombay. Asia Pnni i shing ffnuaft" T?^),
pp. 10-11.

.21/ Government of _ India-, Sample Census of Births and--Deaths in 1953-54, -
Uttar Pradesh. Census of India,.1951, Paper No/1 (New Delhi, 1955).

22/ M. Macura and V. Balaban, "Yugoslav experience in evaluation of
population censuses and sampling", Bulletin of 'the International
Statistical Institute, vol. 38, part 2 (1961), pp. 375-399.
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II.4. .(v) Errors in constructing estimates . -; .

36. When, the inquiry, either a census . or .a sample., fails to provide

accurate estimates., substitute measure's are often devised. These ,are

sometimes based on assumptions which, cannot be validated: or do not

apply in a particular situation. Thus a method of estimating the current

fertility- level, based on the assumption that fertility has,not changed

in the recent past, cannot be applied to provide estimates aimed, at

measuring fertility changes. . - . : ■ .

11,4 (vi) Errors in interpretation .. . . , r . .

37. Errors in interpretation relate to misleading-, interpretations, and

conclusions -.that do not follow, from the data.- Take,, for,,example,.. the.. -

crude death'rates', for single and married males,in Port,ugaL, 195P- (10.-5 -.
and 12.6. per .1000 single and married males respectively); and in Chile.,

195G (16.5 and 12.8 per 1000 respectively). From these, it.would be - .

wr.oag.. to conclude that in these countries a male could increase his.

chance of survival by remaining.single: for in each age-group, .the death

rate for .a single.male is higher than that for a married me. _ 2V This,
paradox, stems from.the different age distributions for the single and

the married. , , ■ ■ ; . .

II.4 (vii) Errors, in.publication .. ;. -r ... , .

38. Errors in publication are mainly mechanical in nature and relate to

proofreading and other-errors but which are not generally as serious as

the other types of errors. . ...

II.4 (viii) Remarks ■ ■ .

39. The foregoing inventory and description of errors and biases should

not lead us to suppose that.all inquiries are worthless because all have

errors. The errors are of varying types and degrees, and occasionally

these can te measured and'substracted out; this should be'the ...main aim

in research on errors■and biases. 24/ On.the other'hand, a survey in
which "the magnitude and direction of different. types of errors are not

evaluated, or at least indicated,, may give a false sense' of accuraoy

in the collected data and estimates. ■ . ■ ■ .. ■

23/ Demographic Yearbook. 1956: Ethnic and Economic Characteristics of

Population (United Nation's publication, Sales Ho..: 56.XIII.5),

table 21. , ' ""

24/ Iteming, 9P/
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III. STATISTICAL MODEL

.■-.'■ ' III.l. General

40. Thus far, no precise definition' of errors have "been given,- nor have

.the implications of the errors >-een considered in statistical terms.

The.se, will now he attempted. 2$J First to.be defined are the true-

value, the individual survey value,-and the expected survey value of an

item, or the derivatives of the individual ou.vvey ralue, and the\ expected
survey value of an item or the derivatives of the individual items, such

as totals, averages, ratios,., .proportions and other statistical measures.

III.2. Individual value, true■value,- expected survey value

.41.■■■ ■The-true value of i-th 'individual item1 will be designated by z..

The survey may be a census with the"total number of units N, in which

case i runs from 1 to Nj or it may be a sample of n units with i running

-from 1 to n. Thus, the individual .item may refer to the number of

births in the reference period in the particular household, which may

be zero (no births),. 1,2,; „.; :.or it may-refer to the age in years last
birthday of;-,a household member,, which-may have any of the value? 0,1,2,..

or it may refer to the size of the household, which may be 1,2,.. ,; '"and

so on. The recorded survey value, obtained either from a census or a

.sample, will be designated by- y. . The error, or bias'in the individual •
i-th unit is defined as 1 • ■

b. = y. ■ - z. ' ■
■T- 1 i

Thus, if in a particular household nc hirth is reported to have occurred

during the reference-period (y ,= 0), when in fact a birth had occurred

(2^ *= l)? the error in the survey value is b. = yf - z. «= 0 - 1 = -1;

and so on. ...

42. 'When the survey value coincides (which may be accidentally) with '
the true value, i.e., when y± ~ z ; i.G-, h\ = 0,"one says that the

survey value is., accurate; - if y. / a.,- i.e., b. / 0, the survey value is
said to be inaccurate. . 1 1-

43- The value which is obtained on repeated applications of the same

survey procedure is called.the expected-survey value, and is designated

V E(y). Note that the expected survey value would differ from survey
to survey, from a-sample to a census, and so on. Under the term "same

survey procedure." are included the skill and'training of the enumerators,
the quality of the questionnaires etc, ■ '

See, S.S. Zarkovich, Sampling Methods and Censuses, vol. II, Quality

of Statistical Data (Draft) (Rome, Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations, 1963).
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44' In most cases the true individual value can be defined, but it may

not be known, e.g., the age of a person. In some cases, however, the

true value is difficult to define, e.g., opinions, attitudes, etc., but
is nevertheless useful conceptually.

45* Note also that the true value of individual items and derived items

are generally unknown. What is obtained in a survey (census or sample)
..is the survey value.

.. , .. . . III.3 Census . : ■ ■

46. First to be dealt with is a census or complete enumeration. As
before, let the individual true value of an item under study be designated

by^. and.the re.cor.ded .survey value by y. (i = 1,2,... ;W). The errors in

the individual, survey values are b. = y. - z.

from which y. = z. + b. . -.".(l)

The relation between the survey value of the universe total and .the

true value of the population total is given by summing both sides of

equation (l)

N' . N N

s y = - £ z. + Z b. or Y = Z + B ..(2)
i=l i«l X i=l x

and that between the means by dividing both sides of equation (2) by N:

■ . Y = Z + B . . ..(3) *

where B = the_error of the survey .total (Y), and B = the error of the
survey mean (Y).

47- When Y>Z, i.e., B, tne error in the survey total, has a positive

sign, Y gives an overestimate of Z; and when Y<Z, i.e., B has a negative

sign, Y gives an underestimate of Z. And similarly for the means, Y and Z.

48. From, equation (l), the variance of an individual survey value is
given by: ,2 = ^2 + ff2 -

y z b zb , - "xt/

2 2 " . 2
where o" , o* • and & are the variances of y, z, and b respectively and

cr , is the covariance of z and b 26/, defined by

26/ The covariance can also be expressed, as p ^tt'.-u* where, p , is the

correlation coefficient between z and b given by

N ■ -
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2 _ 9 Q _ P

0" a-E (y. - Y) /Nj <r = E. (z. - Z) /N;

?.N _ p ■ ■ N- ._ _'

■ °b = .'£ (bi ~B) /Ni °zb = .Z (Si'~Z)(t)i.~B)/N *'(3)

49* Apart from the general case where individual errors are present

(b. /= O)., and do not cancel out (B £, 0), so that the survey total, survey

mean, and the variance of a survey value are given, respectively, by

equations (2), (3), and (4)» we may have the following special cases:

(i) Individual errors absent, data accurate. Here b.. =0, B =» 0,

so that Y = Z, Y = Z, and °^ = v (Here <f- = 0 = cr , ).
1 ' y z x b zb7 . • t

(ii) Individual errors present, but tctal error absent. - Here b. / 0,

but B = 0, so that Y = Z, Y = Z? but °"^"/ 0 and ' . '
2 2 2 ■ . . .

O" = 0" ~^~ OS. "I" '-O*- v *"
y . z d z D

Thus, in this1case, the survey total or mean would be free from error,

but the variance will, "he affected;' even if <j- = 0? i.e., there is ho ' .'

••;..- ■ " 2 * 2 ■ ■ ■ . .. ■ "
correlation between z and b, cr >r •

. . 7 y z

(iii) Constant individual error.- Here b. = b , a-constant, so that
— — 2 2 21 °

Y = Z + Nb ,■ Y = Z + b .,■ but <r- = <x (since o: = 0 = o: ■ ). :
n o y z b zb

In t:liis oase, the[ survey, total, mean etc. , will be affected, but not

their variances. . . ■.

50. The above results show that even in a'census, the survey result

may be misleading unless some idea is obtained about the errors in the

data. " ■

III.4 _ Sample ' .-,'.'

51. Assume that a.simple random sample of n units is drawn with

replacement from the. total of N units. The individual survey values

are " y. = z. + b.
1 1 1

where z. = the true value; and b, = the error of the i-th survey value'

(i = l,2,..,n). The relation between the totals is

n . n ■ n - .

Z y, = E z. ■+ £ b. ■ ...(7) ■

and that between the means, on dividing beth sides of equation (7) hy i>,

y = z + b ..(8)
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where y = the survey mean; z = the true meanj and b = the error of the

survey mean, for the n sample units.

52. When y>z,_i.e. , b has a positive sign,.y will give an overestimate

of z; and when y< z) i.e. b has a negative sign, y will'give an under

estimate of z.

53.. The expected value of the survey mean y is obtained on taking the

means of all the possible values of yTs from different samples under

the same survey procedure, and is given by:- ■ ■ -

' " " E(y) = E(z~) + E(b) ■•■■''•.

or " E(y) - Y « Z +-B _ / . \ ..(9)

54. The variance of y is obtained on taking the expectations of y,

the sample mean, from the expected sample mean E(y) = Y, or:

55. In figure I, the distribution (i) of the true values z. around the

true mean Z has been shown by Curve I; the variance of this distribution

is <r . The distribution (il) of the survey values y-. around the survey
Z ■ • X ' ■ o ■

mean - Y is shown by Curve II;'the variance of the distribution is <r . If

a sample of n units is taken from the distribution II, the estimate of

the mean y will have the distribution shown by Curve III around the

' ' 2
expected survey mean Y: a meaoure of this variation is given by o~-j as

defined by equation (10). This does not, however give any indication

of the expected behaviour of the distribution of the sample estimate

y around the true mean Z, which is the basic aim in the survey. That

is measured by the mean square error defined below, which,, in addition

to the sampling error, takes account of the expected value of the bias,

measured by B = Y - Z.

56. Consider also the four special cases given in figure 11.27/: I* is
clear that in cases (a) and (b), where the bias is heavy, the values of

"both the estimate and its variance .would be misleading in setting any

probability limits to the universe value: the ideal situation is, of

course, given by case (d) with small bias and small sampling error.

Mean square error

57. The variability of the survey mean around the true value is measured

by the mean square error and is obtained on taking the expectation of

the square of the difference of the survey mean and the true value:

27/ See also Deming, pp. cit., .p. 20, fig. 1-
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Figure I. Distribution of true and survey individual values and of

. survey mean

E(y)=Y .,-.... _ _

B

rfH^-.J! ■■ ■ v-

Figure II. Illustrating the distribution of the sample estimate (y) in

relation to the true value

:; 2.

(a) Bias heary, sampling error large (b) Bias heavy, sampling error small

(c) Bias small, sampling error large (d) Bias small,, sampling error small



MSE- = E(y - Z)
1/

2
- Y) -i (Y - Z]/ » by adding and subtracting Y within the

square, brackets

E(y - Y)2 + (Y .- Z)2 + g(Y ... g) E(y - Y-)

r

y ..(11)

as (Y - Z) - B is a-constant (jfor__the same survey procedure) and the ■
last term vanishes.* since E(y - Y). ~ 0<, ■

58e The above equations are instructive in a number of ways. Considered
thus far have been the general case where individual errors are,present

(h. f- O), and do not.. cancel--out (-2 b, L 0) f^'so-that ^h'e*' survey'^hi'ea!n^''lts

expected value? sampling variance and mean square error are given

'"'"'' ' respectively '"by .oquations (8), (9), 0-0), and (11)".

59« Some special cases are given in a'tabular form below, along with

the general case.

Indi- Maan Expected .Sampling variance of Mean square error of

vidual orror value of ' survey mean survey mean

error survey mean ^.2 .

sJ

/ 0 / 0 Z + B - (<x + <rf + 2o- J - (<r + c, + -2o- ) + B
n z b zby n z b zb'

General oa^e: Individual and total errors present

/ 0 l0

Special oases?

1.. Individual errors absent, data accurate

■,-. ~Z 2 /

b/

^* Individual errors present, but mean error absent-^
/I O ~ O ~\ O O '

f\ r\ rj ( _, O— \ { ■ *~i \ ??'
" ~ U ij ™~ ' o + o, + »-O -iJ ~ Iff +0" + rQ" I + ii

n ■ z 0 zb n z b zb

3• Constant individual error—'■

= b b Z + b r- /n <r /n 4- B
o o 0 . . a' ■ tJ

(Constant) • .

a/ Estimate, sampling variance? and mean square error affected.

b/ Estimate, sampling variance, mean square error unaffected. (Note the
. classical formula for the standard error of the mean for simple random
sampling with replacement)

0/ Estimate-.unaffected, sampling variance and-mean square error affected.

, d/ Estimate affected, sampling variance unaffected, mean square error
affected.
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111.5 • Response error's and biases

60. Response'errorc arid biases "are considered jointly here, although

a distinction "might be made -between them. Those response, errors which

have expectation zero may be called response errors (consider, in the

table given above, the case where b. / 0 individually,- but b - 0);

without-affecting thus the estimates except in a statistical, sense,

these .increase. the-variability or the sampling error of:?the estimates...

Response biases are the other types of response errors that do not cancel

out, -and affect the .estimates themselves., while the variability of the

estimates may or_may not be affected (consider in the table givon above,

the cases where b s Oj the sampling errors will not be affected if b. =

a oonstant)c Thus in a census or a sample> if the differential effects

of the enumerators cancel out, these may "be considered response errors

only; if these do"not cancel out, and there is a net bias common to all -

the enumerators, these may be stated to constitute response bias.

III.6. Reliability and accuracy

61. It is convenient at this stage to distinguish between reliability

and accuracy of data and estimates. The difference between the result

obtained from a sample and, that obtained from a census,- conducted under

the'same general conditions (controlled or uncontrolled), or on the

repeated applications of the survey procedure, gives the reliability or

precision of the sample data, and is measured by the sampling errorj the

difference between the result from an inquiry, either a sample or a

oensus, and the true value (which is generally unknown) is known as the
accuracy of the data and is measured by the root mean square error. Thus

from relation (ll)j
2

Mean square error = Sampling variance + .(Bias)
- ■ o .0

or Root mean square error =// (Sampling error) + (Bias) _/

In most cases, one can measure only the precision of an estimate by the

sampling error, .although our main interest is in the accuracy of a survey.

62. The above relation may "be expressed by a Pythagorian right-angled

triangle,' where the hypotenuse is the square root of the mean square

error and the two sides the sampling error and the bias respectively

(see figure III). , ' -

63. . Note that in the case of a census there is- no sampling variance of

the survey mean because the survey mean coincides with the- expected survey

value; but the mean square error of the survey mean is, as before, obtained

on taking the expectation-of. the squares'of the difference, of the survey

mean from the true mean. That is, the mean square error would nevertheless

be present.unless b. = 0 individually, even if B - 0 (i.e.', even if the

errors cancel out).
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64. Note also that the bias in a census .would be of a. different order
from, that of a sample.. This is because, although the true' value would

remain the same, the- expected survey value would be different..-.-It is

also generally difficult to conduct a census under the same -general "

conditions as that of a sample. The scale of operations being

comparatively small, sample surveys make it'possible to exercise better

control over the collection and processing of data', by means ff Vetter

enumerators, intensive training, and interviews in depth. Theaim in

any inquiry, be it a census or a sample, should be to control the total

error' as given by the root mean square and no.t merely the sampling error,

' ~ -' - ~ " -- ---"- -L- . . ._ _ . _ __■ ■ -1

■ ■ Figure III. Geometrical representation of total error,

.. - - sampling error and bias .-" ■ - • . •

" ' ■ ■ .^/ (Mean square error) ■ :..-*•*■ ■ ■■: , , :-

Sampl- \
ing

error

Sampl

ing

error

(a) Bias

= Sampling error .,

(b) Bias

= 8 x Sampling error

Figure IV. Illustrating effect, of bias on estimates

3b-1 • -26-' -o"f 0
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III.7- Effect of "bias on errors of estimation

65. It should "be clear that if the sampling error is used to set

probability limits of the true value, some errors will be involved.

Assunjing_that the estimate y is distributed normally about the expected

value E(y) = Y, which is at a distance"*B from the true value Z (expres

sion 9)j it is possible to estimate the effects of the bias on errors of

estimate ,28/ Consider figure IV. If ona.do.es not know that any bias is

present Cor assumes that the bias is non-existent), one might say that

the probability is 0,05 that the estimate y is in error by more than I.960"

(for simplicity we are using g* to denote the standard deviation of the

distribution' of the estimate y about the mean of the distribution Y:

formerly, we had denoted this by cr-).
y •

66* Khen, however, the bias is present, one must compute the true

probability that the estimate y is in error "by more that 1.96c/ > where

the error is measured from the true mean Z, Assume (as in figure IV)

■ that y underestimates Z, i.e., that the bias B «= Y - Z is negative.

For tne upper taillf the probability of an error ( i.e., of an over

estimate) by more than 1.96o-T is the shaded area above Q in figure IV.

This area is given by

' z + 1.960-1

Putting {y - Y)/^ = t, the foregoing expression becomes

Similarly, for the lower tail, the corresponding probability of an error

(i.e., of an underestimate) is given by the shaded area below P,.

_^ m} et/2; dt
0- /(2*) -00 " " .

67. Some results are given for negative bias (underestimate) in

Tabled; for a positive bias, the .total probability, shown in column

(4) Vould remain the same, but the val-ues in Columns (2) and (3) would
be interchanged. ...

28/ Cochran, op. cit.j . Section 1«7»
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Table 3. Effect.of a negative "bias (underestimate)-'B on the
probability of an error greater- than l;96o"! when the

assumed total probability is 0.05 at B = 0, .

(1)'

0

-0.02

-0.10

-1.00

-1.5C:

-2.00

-3.00

-4.00

Source.:

■ - Probability

<-1.96crT

(Lower tail)

02)

. 0.0250

' ■.- ■ - -, .■ 0.0262

0.0314
O.I685

\:. . .' ,0^3228. .,.

■ O.516O'

0.8508

'. •■ 0.9793-

Adapted and extended from

:-f error

> 1,960^

(Upper tail)

(3)

. 0.0250

.0,0238, ■

.0.0197

0-0015

0.0003;^
< 0.00004

<0.0000004

< p.000000J1

(4)

O.05.OO

- 0,0500 ' . , '

0.0511

0.1700

,.. 0.3231 ,. , ■
O.516O . .• . .

O.85O8

0.9793

W.G.: Cochran, Sampling Techniques

a/ For a positive bias (overestimate) the values of Columns (2) ?.nd (3)

would be inter-changed. ' ' •

68. If the bias is r.ne-tenth of the standard error or less, its effect

on the total probability of an error of more than 1.960^ is negligible.

When the bias is of the same order as the standard'error, however>_the

total probability becomes 0.1700, instead of.the presumed 0(05 at B = 0;

for a bias that is four times the standard error, the total probability

is 0-9793, more than 19 times the presumed value. For a negative bias,

assumed above, the probability of an over-estimate ty more than lu96o-t
decreases rapidly, from the presumed .0,025 at B = 0 through 0..0015 at

B = o-1 to less than 0.00000001 at B = 4"<r'5 however, the probability of
the corresponding underestimate increased rapidly, fro.n the presumed 0.025

at B = 0 through O.I685 at B = cr1 to 0.9793 at B = 40^. Thus, in the
above-mentioned technique of setting limits with the standard error, it .

is presumed that one will.be wring.'in the direction of under-estimate only

in 2B5 per cent of the cases, when one will in fact, be. Wrong in 98 per
cent of the cases, if the bias is negative and four times the.standard

error.

69. Instead of computing the effect of a bias on the probability of an

error greater than I.96 (or any other multiple of) o^ , one cculd also
compute the effect of the bias on the probability of an absolute error

greater than any multiple (say m) of the root mean square error. 23/

M.H.~Hansen, W.N. Hurwitz, and W.G. Madow, Sample Survey Methods and

Theory, Vol. 1, Methods (New York, John Wiley, 1953), chap, 2.
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e 23.".

-Again, assuming a negative bias, the upper tail would give, the probability

of an overestimate: . ■ .

f 2 2" e dt
"'- ■ ' o" >/(2k) m(l + E /r' ) + B/cr1 " . "

and the lower tail that of an underestimate *

o-' /(2k) I
B/o-

dt

70. Some, values have been tabulated by Hansen, Hurwitz, and Madow 30/

and Cochran. 31/ The, mean.square error is a-useful criterion in comparing

a biased estimate with an unbiased estimate or two estimates that have

different amounts of bias: this assumes that the two estimates have the

same mean square error as equivalent, which is not strictly correct. It

has been shown, however, that if the ratio B/a1 is less than about half, *
the .oomparisnn is not affected significantly. 32/ ■ . .

Ill,5.. More Complex Models 33/'

71. More complex models of errors in data and estimates have also been

developed. 34/ Following .in general the formulation by.Gochran, and
elaborating the model, given in paragraphs 5.1-54» we express.y.., the

value obtained on the i~th unit.(i = 1,2,..,n) in the j-th independent

repetition, as ■ •- - , ■ /, - •x . , t ■ • ■ , •- /,«v
' y. • =- 2. + b +. (b. - b) ■ + d. . = z\ + d. . * . .(12)

13 -1- 0.1 :;0 ■ 1J .2. 13 V '

30/ Ibid.T ..■■.

31/ Cochran, op. cit. . . . .

32/ Hansen, Hurwitz; and Madow, op., cit., .See also Cochran, op. cit.

33/ This section is taken from R. K. Som, A Manual of Sampling Techniques
(London, Heinemann Educational Books,: Ltd., 1973) > Section 25.4.

34/ See M.H. Hansen, W.W.'Hurwitz, E. S. Marks,^and W.P. Mauldin, "Response
errors-in surveys", Journal of the Americaa Statistical Association,

vol.46 (1951), PP. 147-190$ P.V... Suk.hatrae and G.R, Seth. "Non-sampling
errors in surveys", Journal of the Indian Society of Agricultural

Statistics, vol.4 (1952), pp.. 5-415 P-v* Sukhatme. and B.V. Sukhatme,
Sampling Theory, of Surveys with Applications (2nd edn.), Food and

Agriculture Organization of the. United Nations, Rome and Asia Publishing

House, Bombay (1970); M.H. Hansen, W.N. Hurwitz, and W.G. Madow, Sample
Survey Methods and Theory, Vol.2, Theory (New York, John Wiley, 1953)?

. Chapter X? M.N. Murthy, Sampling Theory and Methods (Calcutta, Statistical

Publishing Society, 196-7) 5 R.P- Saha., Some Activities of the Dominion
". Bureau of Statistics,, Canada with Special Reference to the Labour Force

Surveys and the Evaluation Surveys (Mimeograpned) (Ottawa; Dominion

Bureau of Statistics, 1964); I,P. Felligi, "Response variance and its

estimation", Journal of the American Statistical Association * ^^1,59?

No.308 (1964), PP. 1016-1041; D. Raj, Sampling Theory,(New York. McGraw-
Hill, 1968), chapter 6.
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where z = the. true-value; b = the constant bias over all the units;

(t>£ ~ t> ) = the variable component of bias which follows some frequency

distribution with mean zero as i varies and may be correlated with the

correct value z 5 d. . = y - (z + b.) is the fluctuating'component of
-*- ^- \J -L J X _L

error which^follows some frequency distribution with mean zero and

variance a", as j varies for fixed i: and z\ = z. + "fa..
1 '111

72. The mean y of a simple random sampling would be unbiased with

variance-a/n (ignoring the finite multiplier) if all1 the measurements

were accurate. However, because of che.errors of measurement,.the mean

maybe subject to a_bias B = b and its mean, squarelerror is -, •

2- N 2 -
where a"^ = E <t./n, and p is. the intrasample correlation of measurements

within the same sample defined by analogy with cluster, sampling by the

Equation ■ ECd± d±l ■) ■. = pwo£-

73- It can be shown.that when errors of measurements are ■

uncorrelated.within the sample, and cancel out over the whole

universe,-.: the usual ■ foraulae for estimating sampling variances remain

valid for stratified and multi-stage sampling, although such errors

decrease the efficiency of the estimators. .On the other hand, when p is

present (in measurement and in processing, particularly if subjective

judgement is involved), it is likely to_be positive,.and the standard'

formula for estimating the variance of y. is usually underestimate.

Note also that a constant .bias .is not detected by survey data. .

■ ■" ■--■.■ ■ ■ ' •■■ ■ IV,.-. EXAMPXES OF RESPONSE BIASES

74-. Simple examples of-response biases in demographic inquiries are

provided by the under-count or .over-count of the population in :

population censuses,', the under-registratiori of: vital events in

countries with a fairly long tradition of registration such as

India, Pakistan, Madagascar, Nigeria, and Togo, and the underestimate

or over-estimation of vital rates in demographic inquiries. 33/ Examples
of the biases in seme recent population censuses* are given in Table 4-

35/ For a review.of the studies on response errors and biases in consumer

expenditure data, see' J. Neter and J,- Waks"berg, Response Errors in

Cullection of Expenditure Data by Household Interviews: An. Experimental

Study (Bureau of'the Census Technical. Paper No. 11 (Washington, D.C.:

• US Department of Commerce, 1965). .
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Table 4. Net biases (coverage errors) in total population counts in
some recent population, inquiries

Qpuntry- Year
Bias.as percentage of

population total a/

TIT

Yugoslavia

Ghana

Japan ,

USSR

Ceylon

Canada

Brazil

India

USA

Sudan

Sierra Leone'

Chile

Swaziland

Bolivia

1953

i960

1955

1959

1953

1956

1942

1951
1961

1950

1955-56

1963
1'962

1956

1950

+

+ 0.6

-

-

-

-

—

-1,1

—

-1.4.

1

—

0.

tc

0,

0.

0.

.1.

1.

o/
0.

c/

3.

4."
8.

.9-

006

> + 2.5

14

5

7
l

7

s - 3.

7

5 - 3.

5^
6 '

0

0

b/

Sources: S.S. Zark/ovioh,: Sampling Methods and Censuses; Volume II: Quality

of Statistical Data (Rome. Food and Agriculture Orgarri p.a ti nn n-P

the United Nations, 1963). M._ Macura and: V. Balaban, "Yugoslav
experiments~in evaluation of population censuses and sampling",
Bulletin of the International Statistical Institute, vol.38(196.1)

part ,2, p.p.. 375-399; B. Gil and fc.'.T. de Graft-Job.nson, 1960

Population Census of Ghana; Volume V; General Report.(Accra, Census

Office, 1964); Central Statistical Administration of the USSR,.
".The All-Union Population Census of "the USSR," 1959% paper
prepared for the Conference of European Statisticians, 1962,

convened by the United Nations Economic Ccnmiesion for Europe

. arid the Statistical Commission (Cohf. Eur: Stats/WG/6/90)';

R.K. Som, Recall Lapse in Demographic Enquiries (.Bombay, Asia

Publishing House.,'. 1973).; A. J.; Coale, "The. population of the
United States In 1950 classified by age, sex, and color: a

revision of census figures", Journal of the American Statistical

Association, vol. L (1955), PP". 16-24; R. ' A. Henin, Fira't
Population Census of Sudan. 1955-1956; Volume I: Methods Report

(Khartoum, Sudan, Department of Statistics, i960); Sierra Leone,
Central Statistical Office, 1963 Population Census of Sierra

Leone, Volume II: Social Characteristics (Freetown, Sierra Leone,

1965;: Demographic Yearbook. 1959: Natality Statistics III
(United Nations publication, Sales No,: 59.XIII.l). : . .

a/ The bias is positive in case of.over-enumeration and negative in ■
case of under-enumeration.
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b/ Provisional, partial estimate of "net" error in- coverage in relation

to the population enumerated in the main census, excluding adjustments

still to'be.made for "gross" under-enumeration in the main census due

to omission of persons (in the Louses visited) by the enumerators.

c/ Official estimates. ....

&/ Estimates obtained on analytical- methods.

e/ Complete enumeration of population in 68 towns and sampling of

population in the rest.

f/ Estimated for the data relating to towns and settled villages in the

Blue Nile, Darfur, Kassala, Khartoum, Kordofan, and Northern provinces.

75. The estimates of'biases, especially those originating from official

sources, were obtained from post-remuneration checks, the accuracy of some

of which were open to question, as could be seen from the markedly

different results obtained by independent analysis.

76. An example of the response biases in vital rates obtained from

different sources is next given. Registration of births" and deaths is

supposedly universal in India, and a long series of registered birth and

death rates is available. During the period 1952~19.54, ..the Indian Census

authorities carried out a 3ample survey of births and.deaths in 20 States,

containing about 78 per cent of the total population 36/: the sampling
fraction varied from 0.2 per cent (1 in 500) tql per" cent in the' different

States, and was 0,44 per cent (about 1 in 200) on ah over-all basis. The

National Sample Survey, also an agency of the :Gove"rrimen'f of. India,

conducted a decographic sample survey, in 1953-54--as-part -of multi-subject

socio-economic inquiry, which had a sampling fraction of about 1 in 7*000

in the rural sector : the unadjusted rates were corrected for under

reporting by the method of analysis by recall periods (see paragraphs 110-llif).
The birth and death rates, obtained irom these three sources for a comparable

period, are shown in table 5 and figure" V. Ever, when considering only the
unadjusted rates from the National Sample Survey, an important feature in

the table emerges clearly: " the' rates continue to improve (i.e.,

approximate the estimated values) with decreasing sample size, from

supposedly universal registration-,-1 through the sample survey by the Census

agency, to the National Sample Survey. _ [

36/ Sample Census of Births-and Deaths -in 1953-54, Uttar Pradesh, op. cit.;

Sample Census of Births and Deaths, 1952-53, Census of India, 1951j

Paper No. 2 (New Delhi: Government of India, 1955) • '.
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Table 5.- India:.birth and death rates from registration data, Sample
Census, and National Sample Survey-

Rate of

Registra

tion data

1952-54

all-India

Sample Census

1932 - 19-524-

National sample

Survey, 1953-1956

Rural

all-India Rural Unadjusted7

iil 2)

Adjusted

~C6)

Birth

Death

Birth

Death

24.2

13-6

29.6

15.1

Per 1,000 persons

31.3

15.9
34*3
16,6

40.9
24.0

59*2

56.7
72.4
62.9

Index of rates

76,5
66,2

83.9
69.2

100

100

■Sources Government of India., Sample Census of Births and Deaths in 1953-
$±, Uttar Pradesh, Census of India, 1951, Paper No. 1 (New Delhi,
1955) Sample Census of Births and Deaths, 1952-53, Census of
India, 1951,"Paper No. 2 (New Delhi, 1955); H. K. Som, Recall
Lapse in Demographic Enquiries (Bombay; Asia Publishing House,-1973).

Figure V. Birth and death rates: India, 1952-54
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77v Standard errors of the estimates were not computed for the data of

the Sample Census of Births and Deaths; however, with a sample of about

31 times that of the National Sample Survey, the standard errors are

expected to be about 1/ / 31 or l/5.6-th of those of the National Sample
Survey. The standard error for the unadjusted rates for the- latter were-

1.0/1,000 for the birth rate l.l/l,000 for the death rate (table 6). On
the basis of these estimates and their sampling errors, it can be said

that the true birth and death rates would lie approximately with 95. P©r

-cent probability 3j/ "within limits of

Sample estimate _+ Normal deviate corresponding to 95 Pe** cent

probability x Standard error;

i.e., 34.3 + 1-.96 x 1.0, or 32.34 and 36.26 for birth rate; and

. . 16..6 + 1.96 x 1.1: or 14-44 and 18.76 for death rate;

provided the sample estimates were not subject to any response biases.

The difference^ between the unadjusted and adjusted rates is, however,

6.6 times.the standard error for the birth rate, and 6.7 times for the

death rate. The .probability of occurrence- of such an event is less

than 1 in 100,000 (see table 3). The underestimation in the unadjusted

rates cannot thus-be. ascribed to sampling fluctuations.

78. In the Population Survey conducted in 1951-1952 -in- the former

State of Mysore in India, the recorded rates of births, and deaths were

adjusted on cross-checks with data obtained in other schedules of

inquiry and/or the registration data. 37/ The recorded rates had
invariably to be adjusted upwards. These are shown in table 6 for

different areas along with the standard errors of the recorded rates.

The comparative magnitudes of the computed total errors, vis-a-vis

those of the standard errors, are immediately apparent. Although in

this case also one could compute the 95 per cent probability limits

for the rates, it is possible tc adopt a more critical analysis as the

rates obtained from the five areas could be considered independent.

Given the assumption of normality, the probability of obtaining a rate

as small as or smaller than the adjusted rate (here, one-sided proba

bility only is being considered) can'be computed on the basis of the

standard error. Taking the birth and death rates separately, the

probabilities for the five areas can be combined, the significance of

2 2
which can be tested by the X r-eetr -2 ZLog P being distributed as X

with 2a_ degree of freedom where P is the probability and a_ the number

of areas. 38/ For the birth rates, the X comes out significant at 0.01
level and for the death rates at 0,001 level. The deviations of the

recorded rates from the adjusted could not, therefore, be ascribed to

sampling fluctuations alone.

37/ The Mysore Population Study.

38/ R.A. Fisher, Statistical Methods for Research Workers (Edinburgh.
Olive & Boyd, 1958)3 section 21.1. : ■ J
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79- For the Indian National Sample Survey, the (negative) bias was seven

times the sampling error for the birth and death rates. For the Mysore

Survey, the ratio ranged from 1 to 8. A reference to Table. 3 also shows

directly the large risk involved in making any estimates of the true value

on the basis of the unadjusted rat^s and their standard errors: the

probability of an underestimate by more than I.96 times the standard

error.in this instance would range from 17 per cent to almost 100 per

cent, in contrast to the presumed 2,5 per cent.

80. The examples given above illustrates that sampling errors are a

poor guide in situations where tho data are subject to considerable

responses biases: the admittedly underestimated or overestimated vital

rates may show reasonably small.sampling-errors and one should not be

misled by these. In fact, if sampling errors were the sole criterion,

one would unhestitatingly recommend a complete enumeration.

81. Other instances of the failure of registration or an inquiry (sample

or complete enumeration) to provide accurate results, owing to the non-

elimination of non-sampling errors and biases, are discussed below. THree

further examples are cited here. In the 1951-1952 Survey of Fertility

and Mortality in the Poona District of India by the Gokhale Institute

of Politics and Economics, the entiro mortality data were found to be so

defective that they had to be rejected. 39/ In the 1959 Uganda Census
of the African population, the crude death rates estimated from the

number of deaths reported on the census schedule were found to be extremely

inaccurate, and alternative estimates were necessary through analytical

methods. 46/ *n t^e Sauple Survey of Birth3. end Deaths in Kenya, conducted
after the 1962 census and utilizing two successive enumerations with an

interval of twelve months, the recorded birth rates in Nyeria and Bungoma

were very plausible, but that in Kwale was suspiciously low; the recorded

death rates in all the three areas were gross under-estimates. h-1/ These ■

are not merely isolated instances of response biases in demographic data

in countries with defective registration statistics.

39/ V.M. Dandekar and K- Dandekar, Survey of Fertility and Mortality in

■ Poona'District (Poona, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics,

1953).

40/ D.A. Lury, Uganda Census, 1959. African Population (Entebbe, Ministry
of Economic Development, StrUstical Branch, 1961).

" . )
M/ J.&.C, Blacker, "Experiments in vital registration and sample surveys of

births and deaths in-Kenya.", United Nations. Economic Commission for Africa,

African Seminar on Vital Statistics, Addis Ababa, 14-19 December

E/CN.14/CASA/VS/8.
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V. DETECTION AND ADJUSTMENT OF RESPONSE.ERRORS

V.I. General

82. S.ome "types of response errors may be immediately evident in the data.

The mis-reporting of ages is a well-known case in pointr reflected in the

heaping of ages at some individual years and the corresponding deficiency

at some others: this topic has' received^adequate attention in the

demographic literature.42/ Very high or very low birth and death rates

reported in demographic surveys and civil registration are the other case.

In the Sudan Surveyr 1955~1956r for examplec in two census areas of the

Province of Bahr'el Ghazalt initial enumeration was found defective and

a specially supervised re-enumeration gave birth rates of over 90 per

1000.43/ "Such extreme birth/rates might.occur temporarily wher.eD as a
result of immigration, there was a high percentage of young married

population,: but such was not the case of -Bahr el Ghazal"o 44/

83- .The other general methods of detection of response errors are the

checking of internal consistency of the-data and comparison with independently

available records. : Art example of the latter is provided by the "reverse

record checks" made for coverage error in the i960 Census of Population

and Housing in the United States of America,, probability-samples were

drawn for persons found in different sources of recordst namely, persons

enumerated in the previous census, registered aliensr ohildren born in the

intervening period etc., or of special groups like the, aged social security

beneficiaries and students enrolled in colleges and universities: these

were checked against the census returns. 45/ This method cannot obviously

be followed .in a large number of countries of the world with defective or

non-existent systems of registration of birthsr deathsf and migration,

and especially so in many African countries which have not yet taken a

complete census of population*

84. The ...main methods of detection of, and adjustment forr response
errors and of analysis of data are discussed below in more detail. The

methods are re-surveys, inter-penetrating networks of sub-samples8 and

analytical methods- including recall analysis and external checks,,

42/ Seer for example. Methods of Apprrisal of Quality of Basic Data for
Population (United Nations publicationr Sales No.: 56.XIII<>2); A. Das
Guptar A Technical Note on Age Grouping, National Sample Survey Report

Nool2 (New Delhit Government of India, 1958).

43/ K.J* Krotkit "The use of quasi-stable population theory with census
■ collected vital events'^ International Population Union Conference,.

New York. I96I (London: Union internationale pour, l'etude scientifioue
de la population, 1963)p vol.II. pp. 4II-419.

44/ Population Growth and Manpower in' the Sudan (United Nations publication,
Sales No.: 64OXIII.5)»

Procedural Report on the I960,censuses of Population and Housing,

Working Paper No*6 (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of the Census, US Depart
ment of Commerce, I963). *

,5

I
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V,2. Resurvey

85. A standard method of measuring and adjusting for response errors in

censuses and sample surveys in the resurvey of a sub-sample of units in

the original survey, using the same ..( or:, preferably a more detailed)

schedule, and in a personal interview, better staff (either the,:super-

viaors or the best enumerators). For population and housing,censuses,

the ultimate sampling units, in resurvey should be compact ar'eal. units.

In the'form of post-enumeration check, such resurveys are .almost .universal

with censuses. 46/ A resurvey.can form-an ..Integra ted p.art of the original
sample surveys, as in the Demographic Sample.of Guinea, in-1954-1955* where,

in addition, whenever, infant deaths were considered to bfe,-.grossly under-

reported in a village,.a medical. team, was sent to reinterview the females.47/
Unless conducted simultaneously, with the original survey,:, the resurvey

introduces some operational, and technical ^difficulties. • .. ■ *' - ....,,

86. Unitary checks with one-to-one matching (e.g.,. of persons in a

population census and the post-enumeration survey) are considered the

essential, integral•part of post-enumerative checks of censuses; however,

the difficulty of such matching with the available resources' may be so-

enormous . in . some countries that checks at .the. aggregate-levels, (e.g. , of

the total number of persons in selected areal-uni.ts) only may be considered

practicable to check only; the net errors. - ' ■

87. The statistical model in a resurvey is .. : :

E(y') - Z ■ ' . . . "■■■■'
on the assumption that the bias element B1 ~ 0, the figures with primes

denoting the values obtained from the resurvey. _The difference (y - y1 )
therefore gives an estimate of the bias element B in -the original survey.

Adjustments may also be made by regression and ratio estimators.

88. Estimates-of coverage errors in a number of population censuses,

obtained mostly from post-enumerative surveys, have already been provided'

in table 4* ■ ~ .

46/ It may be noted at the same time that imere are a number of countries

with -long traditions of census takin&irhich have never undertaken a
post-census, check or have done so only recently. In Great Britain, the

first population census was coniuoited in 1801, but the first ever post-

enumeration survey only in 1961:.that.survey was not completely successful,

A contributory factor in the survey/s failure was-the^insufficient train

ing of. the-enumerators. See C..A. Mose'rand G. Kalton, Survey Me..thods in

Social- -Investigation (2nd edh.)" (London, ■ Heinemanh Educational Books. Ltd.;

1971), PP. 395-396. / ' :.:..;
47/ Etude p4rcQgraphique bar Sondage,' Guiriee, 1954-55'V lere Partie - Technique

dSuaqujte {Paris; Ministere' de la France d! outre-mer, Haut commissariat
.,'^e l*Afriqu.e occidentale frangaise, Direction de la statistique generale

de lr0AP, et Service Statistique de -la' Guin^e.): .
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j.--_Y:*3•'_. Supervision on a probability "basis

89. If supervision of the field-work done "by the primary enumerators -
could "be arranged oh a'probability basis, the results of the field-checks

by the supervisors could be' utilized to measure and control the response

biases in the work of the enumerators. 48/ This is not generally done on

various .theoretical and practical grounds. When -the comparatively weak

enumerators receive a proportionately greater amount of supervision, the

overall quality of the basic data is undoubtedly improved,, but the final

results contain an unknown element of correction consequent on supervision.

90. In current population surveys in the United States of .America, the
reinterview survey is used as a quality control operation for the' enumerators

as well as an evaluation and research to=:l. 49/ Tentative considsration given

.to the possibility of adjustment of the results of the original survey on

the basis of the re-interview threw some.doubt that it would be worth-while,
becausej on. the wlaol-e, the differences were not large. It could not be

done currently, month by month, with the present sampling design, because

the.re-interview sample is too,small. The introduction, of the reinterview
results by a double sampling procedure would, on the other hand, call for

a considerable change in sampling design. None of these appeared to have

sufficient merit to be justified but would have caused additional work
and cost- 50/

91. In the.Indian National Sample Survey also, although there is on-an

average one supervisor to four enumerators, supervision is not arranged on

a, probability basis. It is- felt ,-that under the prevailing situation, the

results of "supervision on "a;-"probabiiity basis" is likely, to be given a

misleading interpretation, and there; is reason to believe that the quality

of work of the primary enumerators in the sub-sample for supervision would

be different from .that in the rest.of the sample, because in actual practice,

it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to keep the enumerators

ignorant of the supervisor's sub-sample. The scheme itself then might
encourage negligence in the sample falling.outside the supervisor's subsample.

Moreover, the■supervisor,himself might.be interested in demonstrating that

the enumerators working, under him.are doings a. good .job; otherwise, this

competence, as a supervisor might be called, into question. Furthermore,

exclusive use of such a probability subsample for control of the enumerators*
performances may not be the most efficient method. 51/

48/ Sukhatme and Sukhatme, op. cit., section 10.10. . ■

See, Hansen, Hurwitz, and Pritzker,. cp.cit,, for theoretical formulations

and applications of'the methods adopted, in'which the technique of inter

penetrating samples played a key role. Also see.The Current Population

Survey Re interview-Programme,_. Technical' Paper No.6 (Washington, D.C.,

Bureau of the Census, US Itepartment of~Commerce, 1963),

Personal communication from M.Hi Hariseri,former Assistant Director for

Research and Development, United States Bureau of the Census, Washington,
D.C. ' I' ■ ' '" * ..."

Personal communication from D.B. Lahiri, Adviser, Indian Statistical
Institute.
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V.4. . Interpenetrating networks of subsamples

9.2.. The technique involving interpenetrating'networks of subsamples

consists of subdividing the total number of. units in the- survey (sample

or census) into a number of parallel, random groups and permits the

testing by the Fisherian analysis of variance the differential effects

of enumerators and of other factors, e.g., variation in the field schedules,

and methods of collection. 52/ Introduced by,Manalanobis in sample surveys

in India, 53-/ .this methqdbas been used in the Indian National Sample
Survey, since its inception, %J and was used in. 194$. in .the 'Demographic
Sample Survey of the African Population of Southern Rhodesia, 55/ and in

1951-1952 the Mysore Population Survey, 56/ and in the.1957 the Philippine
Statistical'Survey of Households. 57/- * .. ■

52/ It is also a powerful tool in supplying margins of uncertainty of the
estimators, both on parametric and non-parametric bases; giving an "error'

area of a curve and the "separation" of two curves (representing1 for

example sectoral or time differences) by the method of fractile graphical

analysis; providing"control in collection,-processing, and analysis;

and^supplying advanced estimates on basis of part-samples. Its use

in providing errors of estimates in complex sample designs and compu- •

tationsj where the usual methods are not feasible, is particularly to

be noted. One example is the computation of price index numbers from a

sample.' See, J.C. Xoop, "Oh theoretical questions underlying the

technique of replicated or interpenetrating samples", Proc. Social

Stat.Sec, American Statistical Association, i960. ' The other example

is the situation when the data :pass through a number of adjustment

processes: if the inquiry is arranged in the form- of a number of

interpenetrating subsamples,. the subsample estimates would remain

comparable when subject to the same transformations and adjustments.

53/ Mahalanobis, op. cit. . ...

5*f/ P.C Mahalanobis and D.B.- Lah'iri, "Analysis of errors in censuses and
surveys with special reference to experience in India", Bulletin of the

International Statistical Institute, vol.38, book 2 (1961)-, pp.401-433;

R.K. Som, "Use of interpenetrating samples in demographic studies",

Sankhya series B, vol,27 (1965), ppu -329-342.

55/ J.R.H. Shaul, Report on the Demographic Sample Survey of the African ■
Population of Southern Rhodesia (Salisbury: The Central African

Statistical Office, 1951).

%/ United Nations, The Mysore Population Study. ' _

57/ For general discussions., see', Zarkovich, op.oit. , pp.445~453; A Short
Manual on Sampling,. Volume I, Elements of Sample Survey Theory (United

Nations publication, Sales No.: E.72.XYII.5)» an& Recommendations for.
the Preparation of Sample Survey Reports (Provisional Issue) (United

Nations publication, Sales No.; 64.XVII,7); R.K. Som, A Manual of

Sampling Techniques (London, Heineraann Educational Books Ltd., 1973) j

Chapters 24 and 25.
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93- A simple tabulation may often reveal differences in the estimates

obtained by different enumerators covering the same universe. In the

simple statistical model, the bias element (B ), where e refers to the

enumerator, may be taken to consist of two parts, a constant bias (B1)
that affects all the enumerators alike, and another component (B'). that
affects the e-th enumerator. The F~ratio of "between_enumerator" variance

+ the relevant "error" variance tests the hypothesis B' = constant, i.e.,

the existence of any differential bias of the enumerators.

94- It is also possible, through the use of the Studentised smallest

Chi-square, %o test the significance of. the smallest of the differences

between two enumerators. 33/ A significant smallest variance ratio .
would lead one to suspect collusion between the two enumerators.

-95. The net bias common to all enumerators (b) passes undetected "fcy

this technique. This has to be controlled by improvement in survey

methodology, comparisons with independently obtained estimates, ani.

adoption of special analytical techniques.

96. Another formulation would be that due to Cochran. 59/ A random sample
of n units is divided at random into k subsamples, each containing m = n/k
units, and each of the k enumerators is assigned a different subsample.

We assume that the correlation we have to deal with is due solely to the

biases of the enumerators and that there is no correlation between errors

of measurement for different enumerators.

97. The previous statistical model (12) is rewritten as

y . = 2 . + d . ■
Jei ei ei

where e denotes the subsample (enumerator) and i the member (unit) within
the subsample. The finite multiplier is.ignored..

98. The variance of the mean of the e-th random subsample is, by Equation

(13) ■ . ■ .

(ye) ^Z

where p is the correlation between the d . obtained by the same
rw. ei

enumerator. As the errors are assumed to be independent in the different

subsample.Sj... . - .

*y) = -£- v(ye) - -i

99. Prom the sample data, analysis of variance could be computed for ■

the'variations due to "between enumerators (subsamples)" and "within
enumerators", with respective mean squares

5ft/ Kj.V. Ramachandran> "On the standardized smallest Chi-SQuare"..Journal of

the American Statistical Association, vol. 53, No. 284 (1959, pp.868-872,

59/ Cochran, op. cit., Section 13-14'
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-. 2 . - • -k - 2 . p k . m
V " Z ( ) /V- " Z (ye - y) / (k - 1); s; = 2 E (ye. - yj* ./ k( m -

100. 4s s^/n is an unbiased estimator' of V(y),. the technique provides

an estimate of error that takes account of the enumerator bias: and "the

■F-ratio s,/s tests the null hypothesis p = 0. ! ' :

101. : The technique is readily extended to stratified multi-stage sampling,
by "simply ensuring that 'the sample consists 'of a-number 6f: sutisamplee of
the same structure in which errors of measurements are independent in "

different subsamples. Strictly spepking, the process of interpenetr'ation

should be deeper-than the field, with not only different enumerator-teams,

but also supervisors, data processors etc. used in different subsaraples:
in epidemiological surveys, which' may require laboratory testing and X-ray

reading by independent observers', interpenetration can be extended further
and deeper than the field." 60/ ■ ' ' ' .

102. In the Mysore Population Sample Survey, conducted jointly by the

Government of India and the United Nations in:1951-1952, enumerator

differences came out to be significant statistically only in one "round"

(there were four rounds of work) relating toHhe number of vacant dwelling
units in the city of Bangalore. (Table 7) :■'for* the other items and in the

other areas, no enumerator differences'were detected.-' ■' ■

Table 7. Analysis.of variance of number of vacant dwellings in Bangalore
city: Mysore Population Survey, 1951-1952 a/ '

Source of variation ^egrf of Mean F-ratio
freedom square xawj-w

■(I)'' (~2)' " (3) - (4)
Stratum . ■.■■■■•■ 4 * 1.23 1.

Enumerator 4 " 7.28 8.9

Interval - 4 . ■ 2.33 - 2.88

Interaction 12 " 0.8l - '

Between sets . 24 — -

Between blocks within set '■> ' 25 1.12 I.38

Total 49 " . ■ ". '...-

Source: The Mysore Population Study, (United Nations publication, Sales
No.: 61.XIII.3).

a/ Round Us • 5 -enumerators x 5 stratum x 5 intervals. ■ ■

b/ Significant at 1 per cent level.

60/ Paragraphs"96-101, 105-109, and 131-133 are taken from R. K.' Som,■
A Manual of Sampling Techniques. . '.-..,. ... .. .
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103. In the 1948 Demographic Sample Survey of the African Population of

Southern Rhodesia, interpenterating samples were used to provide a check

on the accuracy of the field work, each field-worker being allocated the

whole of subsample in three successive districts, so that his work could

be compared with that of at least three other officers, by testing

whether the two of three samples concerned had been drawn from the same

universe. 61/ ' In practice the tests did not detect any significant
differences with' regard to total population; only three out of over seventy
subsamples were discarded -for birth and infant mortality rates, but -

eighteen were thrown out in calculating the death rate.

104. In the 1953 Demographic Sample Survey of the Indigenous African

Population of Southern Rhodesia, interpenetrating samples were used to

determine.the sampling errors. 62/ The analysis of variance of birth
and death data relating to six districts in 1953 was. however, made later

(see table 8), The ten'subeamples adopted were not statistically
significant, showing that the survey was under statistical control; the

six districts, however, showed significant variation in regard to birth

and death data.

Table 8. Analysis of variance of number of births and deaths: Demographic
Sample Survey of the Indigenous African Population of Southern

, Rhodesia, 1953 a/ '

Sources of

variation

Degrees

. of.

free-dom

Births Deaths

Mean

Square
P-ratio

Mean

Square
F-ratio

ill 3) 6)

Districts

Subsamples

Error

5

9

45

123,103.95
7,531.81

7,950.03

15.48 b/
1.06(r) c/

48,184.43

2,050.44

' 2,476.77

19.45
c/

Total 59 17,645.04 6.285.27

Source: R.K. Som, "Use.of interpenetrating samples in demographic studies",

Sankhya, series B, vol. 27 (1965), pp. 329-342.

a/ Comprising 6 districts x 10 subsamples.

b/ Significant at'0.1 per cent level.

c/ (r) indicates Error/Subsample in P-ratio.

61/ Shaul,. op. cit.

62/ Central African Statistical Office,. The 1953-1955 Demographic Sample
Survey of the Indigenous African1 Population of Southern Rhodesia

(Salisbury, 1959). : ~
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' k - - 2 ■
105. An unbiased, estimator of V(y)- is provided by £ (y -. y) ■*■ k(k - 1)

with (k- l) degrees of freedom. If k = 2- in each'stratum, each stratum

provides, one degree of freedom and the computation of estimates is

simplified considerably... ; ' ' i*

106. Similar estimates of errors (but excluding the enumerator bias)

can in many cases be obtained from"a sample which was not. planned; as

ah interpenetrating network, by subdividing the sample into subsaraples" •

in some appropriate random manner. " . ' ' . ' ' :'

107. There is a simple non-parametric way of expressing the margin of

uncertainty of. the estimators from the subsaroples.' Each of the independent

subsamples provide an independent and equally valid estimate- of the

parameters, and directly give, therefore, an estimate of the margin of

uncertainty involved in the estimator. This is an advantage of particular

relevance to surveys, in countries where suit'able" personnel' and; equipment

for estimating the sampling variances of a.i.arge number of estimates'are

scarce. The probability that the median of the distribution of the

sample estimators (which is assumed to be symmetrical) will be contained

by the range of k estimators obtained from the k independent, inter-

■■ 1 k—1 ■ ■ ■ ■ 'x ■
penetrating subsample is 1 - ("5) ' with, two subsample estimates for

example, the range between the two estimates provides 5P per.cent margin

of uncertainty for any derived functions worked out from these two samples.

The derivation of such limits, besides being simple, involves a minimum

of'assumptions regarding the sampling distribution of the estimates. An

example is' provided by the two subsample estimates of the "birth rate in

India in 1958-1959, namely, 38.5 and 38.0, with the combined estimate of

38,3 per 1000 persons. . , ■

108,1 A limitation of the technique is the increase in travel costs of

enumerators. -This could be reduced by stratifying the.sample into

compact'areas and assigning say two enumerators in each stratum. In

the"Indian Rational" Sample Survey with this procedure, the increase in

travel cost due to interpenetration constituted about 3U per cent-of the. ;.

total cost, 63/ •.-■■'■ ■■'.*■ ".

109. Small enumerator differences cannot in general be detected by the

technique, unless linked samples are used.. It should not of course be

considered as a substitute for supervision and other controls of field

and processing work. ■

V.5. Analysis by recall periods. ,

110. In demographic censuses and surveys employing the method of retros

pective inquiries, questions are asked about events which occurred in- the

near and distant past. In these circumstances, the replies given by

63/ R. K. Som, "Use of interpenetrating samples in demographic studies",

Sankhya, series B, vol. 27 (19^5), PP- 329-342'.".
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the interviewees would conceivably "be subject to lapses of memory and

other sources of biases. These biases can often be found to depend on

the recall period, i.e., the time elapsed between the' occurrence of the

event and the date of interview. Such'biases, which can be expressed as

a function of the recall period, can be termed recall lapse. A tabulation

by the recall period or a related item (such as marriage cohort in

historical fertility studies) often reveals the existence of recall lapse,

which may otherwise lie hidden in the over-all estimates. Recall lapse

has been observed or suspected in a number of situations in both the

under-developed and the developed countries, relating to demographic and

household consumption. 64/ and many other types of inquiry.

111.. Special techniques were evolved to deal with the recall lapse in

historical fertility data, 65/ and current vital data §£/ of the Indian
National Sample Survey: the technique has also been used recently at the

Institut national de la statistique et des etudes economiques (Paris) for
data of some African countries. 67/ At-the National Center for Health

.Statistics, USA, studies have been made of recall lapse in morbidity

data. 6 8/ Methods have been developed and further refined at the Office

of Population Research, Princeton, New Jersey, for adjusting current and

historical fertility data by comparing total fertility and cumulative

current fertility, as well as for current mortality data by comparing

both the total children born arid the number surviving, by the age of the

mother.

6.4/ Ne'ter and Waksberg, op. cit.

65/ A. Das Gupta, R. K. Sora, M. Majumdar, and S. Mitra, Couple Fertility,

National Sample Survey Report No. 7 (New Delhi, Government of India,

1955). ■ . . "

66/ R. K. Som, "On Recall lapse in demographic studies", International

' .Population Conference, Vienna, 1959, PP« 5O-6l, R.K. Som et ai. ,
cp. cit.

til R. Nadot, Afrique Noire, Madagascar, Comores - demographie comparee,

3 - Fecondite": Niveau (Paris, Institut- national de la statistique et

des etudes economiques, 1966).

68/ H. Nisselson and T.D. Woolsey, "Some problems of the household inter

view design for the National Health Survey", Journal of the Amerioan

Statistical Association, vol. 54, No. 285 (1959), PP- 88-101;
F.E. Linder, "National Health. Surveys as a source of morbidity data

for genetic and radiation studies", 'The Use of Vital and Health

Statistics for Genetic and Radiation Studies, Proceedings of the

Seminar Sponsored by the United Nations and the World Health

Organization, Geneva,-I960 (United Nations publication;- Sales No.: ■

61.XVII.8), pp. 213-21Q; W.R. Simmons and E.E. Bryant,. "An evaluation

of hospitalization data from the Health Interview Survey", American

Journal of Public Health,- vol. 52, pp. 1938-1947-

69/ Brass et al. , ep. cit., chap. 3.
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112. The statistical model of recall, analysis, in current vital data has
been formulated in detail elsewhere.. 70/ .Estimates. (Y , ) are built up

from different recall periods k ( = 1 month, 2 months,..., 12 months',
for example), the expectations of which'are given by -

where Z =. the "true" total number of events; and E = the recall bi
which is; a'function of k, the recall period. •

113. If there were.no recall bias, i.e., were B. =0, then ."

■ . ; . . , , E(Y ) - Z ' . • . ■'
-"■'*' , ■ ■.'.•• 1 ■ „_■■«• - ■ . . p -

In practice, the.T^'s, as obtained from the data, are . smoothed by a

curve f(k), from.which: , A , .

Y
.0

f(0)

icorresponding to the recall period."zero", can be"estimated and taken to

be. equal to Z on the assumption that B ~ 0. The estimate of the vital
' A 0

rate is then obtained on dividing Y ' : by the corresponding population.

114." Results of recall analysisas applied to the demographic data of
India, Upper Volta, and Chad are given in table 9.

Table 9. Unadjusted and adjusted (for recall) lapse and death rates ■

in seme demographic surveys •

Survey

(1)

Year(s)

(2)

Item

(3)

Rares/l,000

Unadjusted .

(4)

persons

Adjusted

■ (5)

India

India

India,

Upper

Chad

, rural

, rural

. urban

Volta

.1953-1954

1955-1956

. 1957-195S

1960-1961

■ .19.64 i\

. Birth.

' Death

Birth

Death

Birth

Death

Birth

■..Death;

.. .Birth

rate

ra te

rate

rate

rate

rate-

rate

rate . .

rate.!.

■ ■ 34.3.

16.'6

32.0

.11.4 ■

30.5

../:8.5.

•'■- 49.6

.'.■■;. :32
■ ■■ .-46 . ...

40.9 ■
. 24.0

■38.9
20.8

36.8

■, .13.7

52.6.

35

49

Source: Som, Recall Lapse in Demographic Enquiries; Nadot, op. cit.

70/ Som, Recall Lapse in Demographic Enquiries.
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V.6. Other internal consistency checks

115. Two internal consistency checks illustrated from health-interview

surveys are (a) the use of screening questions and probes; and (b) the
use of proxy and self-interviews.

V.6 (i) Screening questions and probes

116, A broad question or item of information in a schedule, without

cross-checks and. fully detailed probes, is likely to lead to biased

responses in surveys that require the eliciting of information through

a.screenirig process. Such cross-checks.and probes have been built- into

the. demographic inquiries of the Indian National Sample Survey since its

fourteenth round

117. In table. 10 the percentage of chronic conditions picked up initially

. . and after the use of the check-list memory-probe questions for different

types of conditions is shown from the US National Health Survey: only

half the chronic conditions were reported in response to the initial, probe

questions and the check-list questions were necessary to pick up the .other

5 half. The proportion of conditions missed by the initial prrbe questions

was the highest, about two-thirds, for sickness without medical care or

restricted activity. The data on these items are, however, likely to

■■ be functions of the recall.period.

.-Table 10. Percentage of chronic conditions picked up by initial and

! ■■ - check-list memory-probe questions: US National Health Survey

I ■-__ . .. - , . : _''

j . ■ ■ ' Initial Final ■ _

Hype of conditions probe check-list Total

1 ; questions questions

-. (1) , (2) (3) "HA)
I . ■ '

1. Conditions with medical care

and activity restriction
1

I 2. .Conditions with medical care

, or activity restriction

3* Conditions without medical

care or activity restriction

4. All chronic conditions ' 47 53 100

Source: F.E. Linder, "National health surveys as a source of morbidity

data for genetic and radiation studies". The Use of Vital and

Health Statistics for Genetic and Radiation Studies (United

Nations publication; Sales No.: 61.XVII.8), pp. 213-219.

6Q

47

33

32

53

61

100

100

100
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118,. Partial results., of the .Indian ..Rational. Sample Survey Type Study

on Morbidity, 19tQ~196l, conducted on a limited scale, and the Pilot

Study-ori Morbitityi 196I-I962; conductedon an a-11-Ihdia coverage, are given

in table 11, The enumerators were .asked'not to correct the negative

response to a'p:cobe which might be followed by an affirmative answer' to

■ another probe. Probe numbers 1, 2, and 4 were taken from the schedule

canvassed,in the United Kingdom Sickness Survey,', 194.2-194*3>. and the'

third probe from that of the United. States National Health Survey. A

probe :.was. included on whether any member was in a hospital during-the,

last' thirty days, but no additional spells L6f 'sickries's were1 deteVte'd"';

.through it. Three-fourths to four-fifths of the illnesses were reported

:agains't "the broad question whether a person had1 any'.sickness or injury-
during-the reference period'of the preceding thirty-l.d'ays j an'd:-referenbes

to specific sites and symptoms revealed all but less than 4 per cent of

the illnesses. The probs concerning medical .treatment or- medicines was

useful in the urben sector in the I96O-I96I and that on women1s complaints

' in the- rural sector in 1961-1962. Further analysis of the data of the

1960-1961 study ahowod that female complaints were never reported by x-

■ proxy against the fourth probe. - ■ ' '

Table .11. India: Distribution of spells of sickness by type of probe:

-Indian National Sample Survey Type Study on Morbidity, I96O-6I

and Pilot Study on Morbidity,1 1961-62

\(Percentage) _
Type Study (196O-I96I) Pilot Study (1961-1962

^1 ^T lUb
., Type Study (196OI96I) Pilot Study (196119

Reported against probe a/ - %^1 Urb^T . RuralUrban

~(D " ~JW "73) (4) (5)

1 ": -' 76.4 82-7 76-5 74.1
2 but aot- against 1 .22.8 15-5 20.0 ■ 24-1

3 but.not against^! and/or 2: 0,1" 1-6 . . - . . . 0.9
4 but not against 1, and/or 2 1

and/or 3 " " - 0.7 °»}_ ' 3-5 " 0-9

Sources:.N.C. Das, Special Study on Morbidity, National,Sample Survey. Draft

'Report No. ljO (Calcutta, Indian Statistical,'Institute,'I965) ;
tt.C. Das and R.K-.Som, A Preliminary Note on Morbidity Pilot Study

(Calcutta, Indian Statis-tical Institute, 1962)(Miraeographed).

a/ Probe 1:. During the It-st 30 days did you hdye any sickness or, injury?

Probe 2: During the last 30 days did you have: (a)' anything wrong''
relating to skin'; head, eyes, ears, nose, throat, teeth, arms,

hands, chest, heart, stomach; liver,, kidney, bowels,'legs, feet;

(b)-cough/cold, i.idigesfion. diarrhoea, rheumatism, and infectious

disease?1 ■' ■ , ■ ' "■ .'j. '

Probe'3.1 During :the;iast. 30 days did.you take: (a) medical treatment or

(b). me!dic"in&? " '"' ' . ' ".'■.. . .' ".'

Probe 4: For-all women number aged 12 years and above: during the last

30 days, did you have anything wrong in the way of women's

complaints?
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V.6 ,( ii) Proxy and self-interviews . . . .

119. One. methodological problem in demographic interview surveys is the

possibility, of differential reporting in proxy and self-interviews. As

showman .table 12, in the United States National Eer.lth Survey, about

one-fifth of the minor non-chronic conditions were missed due to the

acceptance,of proxy interviews for adults. 71/

Table 12. United States of America, National Health Survey: condition

prevalence rate for households in which all adults -.fere

interviewed for themselves and for households where, proxy-

interviews were accepted

(Per 1,000 population)

" All adults ~~
interviewed ' . Percentage'

Type of . for them- Proxy difference

oondition selves interviews v 100(p - s)/s

(a)___ (?L: ■

.(1) ; (2) (3) .. (4) .

Chronic 11.48 10.20 -11.1 -

Major non-chronic 1.31 .1.26 - 3.0
Minor non-chronic O.96 0*76 -20.8

Source: F.J3. Linder, "National health surveys as a source ~f morbidity

data for genetic and radiation studies"; The use of Vital

and Health Statistics for Genetic, and Radiation Studies

(United Nations publication; Sales No.: 6l.XVII,8), pp.213-219.

120. In the Indian National Sample Survey Type Study en Morbidity,

1960-1961, of persons aged 13 years.and above, 16 per cent of males and

22 per cent of females in the rural areas and 37 per cent of males and

61 per cent of females in the urban areas could be interviewed personally.
The results indicate that so far as the non-disabling sickness are

concerned, females had-a greater tendency'to under-report. 72/

V.7- External analytical checks

.121. The external unitary check most relevant -in estimating vital rates

is the one-to-one matching of the current vital events, reported in a
survey, with those registered. The method for adjustment of the data .

from which a check in demographic inquiries was provided by C, Chandra

7 / For statistical tests of significance of the results, see Nisselson ■

■ ■ and Woolsey, op. cit.

72/ N.C. Das, op. cit.
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Sekar and W.E, Deming, 73/ on the assumption that the chance* of .an event

being missed in either list (survey or registration) is dependent of its

chance of being missed in the other: this'is the same as the Lincoln

Index, 74/ used in estimating the size of mobile populations - such as
animals by the capture-and-recapture method. It ha::1 found applications

in nation-wide demographic■surveys, using area samples, in Pakistan,

Thailand, . . Turkey, Malawi,, and Liberia,'which were based" on the

design suggested by Coale..

122. Assuming that the under-reporting in the survey and under-registration

operate-independently, the adjustment (multiplying) factor for the total

number of events reported by either or both the agencies i..a l/(l - p, - p«)
where p = probability of an event not being reported in the'survey

= yir Z'^sr +ySr}' and ' ; ■ -
Po ,= probability of an event not being registered = y - /(y + y -),

'c. ' ■ ur sr sr

the" subscripts s and s denoting whether the event was reported in the

survey or not; and similarly for r and r. For the total number of events,

the estimator (the "Chandra Sekar-Deming formula") is

N* ■ (ysr + ySv + ysr}/d - px - p2) _- (y8r + ye?) (ygr + y-Er)Asr .
i

It ie a consistent,'maximum likelihood estimator but is generally biased.

An approximate variance estimator of N* is .N* (l - r, )(1 - p.O/vP-jPn)*

123. In the Survey on Population Change in Thailand, the use of this . -

method raised the survey-estimated birth rate from 42.2 to 46,0 and--the-

death ra.te from 10.9 to 12.9 per 1,000 population. J§/ Further details

of the method .and results cf some studies are- given in the paper

"Estimation of the total number of vital events from-reports obtained

from several agencies." 77/

73/ C. Chandra Sekar and W.E. Iteming, "On a method of estimating birth
and death rates and the extent of registration". Journal of the

American Statistical Association', Vol.- 44, No, 245, 1949 j PP« 101-115-

74/ F.C. Lincoln, "Calculating waterfowl abundance on the basis of
banding returns"-, Circ. US Department of Agriculture', No. llS, 1930.

75/ A.Jv Coale:, "The design of an experimental procedure f';r obtaining

accurate vital statistics", International Population Union Conference,

New York, I96I (London, Union internationale pour I1etude scientifique

' de la population,, 1963), vol. II, pp. 372-376.

16/ P. Lauriat and A.. Chintakananda, i:Techniques to measure'population growth-
■ Survey of Population Change in Thailand" (summary)? Proceedings of the

■ " World Population Conference, 1963; Volume III: Projections; Measurement
of Population Trends (United Nations publications, Sales No.:66,XIII.7)>

■ p. 202.

77/ Prepared for the Interregional Workshop-en Methodology of Demographic'

Sample Surveys, Copenhagen, Denmark, 24 September - 3 October 19^9» and-

reprinted in Methodology of Demographic Sample Surveys; a lightly revised

version is presented as a document from this Seminar (E/CNe14./P0?/83).
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VI.. CONTROL OF NON-SAMPLING ERRORsl§/

124. Response errors can be controlled by the proper selection, training,

and supervision of enumerators and the control of enumeration. From

Expression.'(14) it might appear that, as an increase in the number of

enumerators would decrease the intra-enumerator correlation, the contribu

tion to the total variance due to the variability between enumerators

would also decrease. But when a very large number of enumerators have

to be employed, one has to accept a -lower level of staff, training and

supervision, resulting in a change iri survey conditions that would increase

the response errors.

125. While many of the non-sampling errors listed earlier could be

eliminated, a more intractable hard core could remain when the respondent

do not know the answer, the questions asked are meaningless in the situa

tion, and the respondents do not understand the question. To. minimize

the. level of non-sampling errors of this, kind, an exhausting probing

inquiry should.be undertaken with a view to ascertaining the reasons that,

such non-sampli:ig occurred. For example, top supervisory staff should

watch enumerators'at work. Experiments could be made in independent

pilot studies or during the survey proper to determine the characteristics

of the non-responding units, the differential rates achieved by different

types of enumerators and-different methods of training, the manner of.

introducing questions, adequacy of instructions etc. 7.9/

126. Response errors can be. controlled by introducing internal consistency

checks in the questionnaires and by asking screening questions and probes

(see paragraphs.115-120).

127. In the processing of data, quality control techniques can also be

usefully introduced. For example, the work of each key-punch operator

can be verified one hundred per cent initially, and when his error-rate

falls below a set level, only a sample verification made for him. This

method has ueen used in practice at the United States Bureau of the Census.

Owing to the danger of backrsliding, it might not be advisable to

completely withdraw verification of punchers and coders whose earlier . -

work had proved satisfactory.

128. When data are processed manually, estimates for the important'items

may be calculated by two independent teams of computing clerks.

78/ This section is taken from Som, A Manual of Sampling Techniques,
Section 25.6.

79/ Methodology of Demographic Sample Surveys, para, 85•
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VII. EVALUATION AND CONTROL OP SAMPLING VERSUS NON-SAMPLING ERRORS

129. For any given.total size of a sample, the sampling error can be

controlled and evaluated in a suitably■designed survey with considerations

of optimization of stratification, allocation of the total sample size'

into difficult- strata arid stages, probabilities of selection etc. and by

using appropriate formulae for estimation, relating all these to the

important variables to be studied, the fertility and mortality rates .in

a demographic'inquiry for example. The sampling error can be reduced-by

increasing the sample size, but it may introduce additional non-sampling

errors in the estimates/ unless the survey conditions remain tne--:samei':

As has been pointed out,snrae requirements of the reduction of sampling

errors may' come in conflict with that of the response errors, eog., -

while'sampling consideration might call for a widespread sampling with'

little clustering, a concern for the response errors might "'lead the survey,

designer to confine the sample to a sample of large clusters in which

supervisory inspection and control can be more fully exercised.' 80/ in
addition, complete enumeration of the areal units may'have other advantages,

e.g., cross-check of information of the neighbouring households in a '

social"or demographic inquiry, and the psychological effect that the

inquiry relates to all persons in the selected area rather than* those in

seme households. The latter factor is of importance both in developing

and developed countries, and is one of the factors determining the choice

of enumeration districts as the sampling units in the micro-Census of

the Federal Republic of Germany. Si/

130'. ; The effect of increasing sample size may also be represented by

figure Vl(e.) This, way^ however, be somewhat misleading, as the magnitude
of toe bias has been assumed to be constant, independent of the sample

size. A better way of representing the effect of "sample size on the

sampling error and the bias would be given by figure VI(b),, For a
particular sample size, the total error, as measured by the root mean

square, may be 'minimum; "beyond that, increasing sample' size would no

doubt decrease the sampling error but-would also increase the bias, which

"would more than offse't the devrease in sampling errorj and decreasing

sample size would decrease the bias, but "would be more than offset by

the increasing sampling error. *"C-::ven a statistical formulation on the .

bias along with the cost and variance functions, it might be possible'to

work cut the theoretical solution of the sample size corresponding to

the minimum total error,/ ' '

80/ M^H.. Hansen, WON, Hurwitz and L. Pritzker, "The estimation and inter

pretation of gross differences and the simple response-variance", in

Contribution to Statistics (Oxford> Pergamon Press, 1964): PP- "!H-136»

81/ L. Herbergef," "Organization "and functioning of the Micro Census in the
Federal Republic of Germany"; Population Data and Use of Computers with

Special Reference to Population Research (Wiesbaden, German Foundation

fc-.T Developing Countries and Federal Statistical Office, 1971) •
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Figure VI. Illustrating the effect of sample size on mean square error

MSE-
y

-2 -..._

(a). Size of sample (b.) Size of sample

131. This is also seen from Equation (13). In the formula for the
2 2

mean square error, the two terms a" ./n and <r, (l - p )/n will decrea'se
z" d rw '

with increasing n; but it cannot be assumed that the other two terms,

although independnnt of n', will not be affected by the survey procedures

due to a change in the size of the sample, and "that the intrasaraple

correlation between errors and the constant bias will remain-the-same.

In large samples, the mean square error will be dominated by these -

terms and the ordinary sampling variance will be a poor guide to "the

accuracy of the results, unless the non-sampling errors are controlled

substantially.

132. To try to reduce sampling errors while a bias several times as

large is allowed to creep in is not only pointless but also a waste of

resources.

133. A*study made at the United States Bureau of the Census showed that

for many of the more difficult items in a census such as occupation,

industry, work status, income and education, the enumerator variability

is approximately the same as the sampling variance■for a 25 per cent

sample-of households; the census results were further see.n to be subject

to a bias which varied fr.om one item to another and was 6 per cent on

average.. . The census and the sample will have approximately the same bias

if the census enumerators collect the data for the sample of 25 per cent

of households as part of the regular census.' Under these assumptions,

the root mean square errors that can be expected for the complete

enumeration and the sample for various percentages of units possessing

a certain attribute are'1 given ;in' table 13 for areas with different.-

population sizes. While the root mean square errors for the complete

enumeration and the sample are appreciably different in areas with small

populations, they converge with increasing population size and become

almost identical for areas with 50,000 persons. Thus, when the major -
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census results are published for areas with 50,000 or more persons, it

is more advantageous to take a sample, for these particular items. And

this procedure was followed in the i960 census of population in the

United.States. 8J/

Table 13. United States: Magnitude of Root Mean Square Errors of the

Estimated Percentages of Population Complete Enumeration

and a Sample Survey of 25 per cent of Households for Areas

of Specified Size : Experimental Study of the United States

Bureau of the Census

Percentage

of population

to be

estimated

Root mean square (in percentage) for an area
. .with a..population of '-■ ■" - •

10,000 50,000

Complete

enumera- Sample

tion

Complete

enumera- Sample

tion

Complete

enumera- Sample

t'ion

0-5
2.0

5.0

20.0

50.0

0.3
0.6

0.9
2.0

3.6

0.4
0.8

1.2

2.5

4.1

0.1

0.3

0.5

1.4
3.2

0.2

OU
0.7
1.6.

3.3

0.1

■0.-2-

0.4

1.2

3.0"

0.1

•0.2

0.4

. 3.1

Source: The Accuracy of Census Statistics 'with and Without Sampling,
Technical Paper-No. 7 (Washington, D.C., United -States1 Department

of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, i960).

VIII. ADJUSTMENT FOR NOB-RESPONSE ^

VIII.1. Effect of Non-response _

134. We assume that the universe of N units can be divided into tvo

strata, the. first consisting of N units'for which measurements woul.d be

obtained, and the second of N£ units for which no measurement would be

obtained,, either in a census of a sample : let ^ and Yg denote the two

stratum means. When the field work is completed for a simple random
sample of n units consisting of 1^ units from the first stratum and n^

units from the second stratum. We would have measurements only from

82/ The Accuracy of Census Statistics With and Without Sampling. Technical
Paper Ho.•7 (Washington, B.C., United States Department of Commerce,

■Bureau of the Census, i960). ; .... ■.

83/ This section .is an abbreviated version of R."K. Som, A Manual of

'. .. ggj-pling Techniques, Section 25.8. ; ;.
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the n.. sample units, giving the sample mean y '. Assuming that rL and n?

are random samples from the two strata, the amount of bias in the sample

mean is:

E(y)-Y = Y~Y = Y — (F Y + N ^

135* The amount of bias is thus the product of the proportion of non-

responding units and the difference between the two stratum, means. Any

sizable proportion of non-response or difference between the two stratum

means would produce a substantial bias. For example, a 5 per cent'non- ■

response, observed in some African and Indian fertility purveys, may not

substantially affect fertility rates, but the same percentage will

produce a large bias in surveys on income, sales, etc., if the non-

responding units are those with very high incomes, sales, etc.

VIII.2, Adjustment for non-response

136. Three methods of adjustment for non-response will be considered:

(i) oelectingrandom substitutes from the responding units; (ii) "call
backs" or selecting a random sub-sample of the non-responding unitsj " '

and (iii) adjustment for bias without call-backs.

137. Selecting random substitutes from the responding units. When the

proportion of non-response is low and the difference between the two

stratum means is believed not to be substantial, a simple.practical .

method is.to replace the non-responding units by a random sub-sample of

the responding units, due regard being paid to certain .known characteristics

of the.non-fesppnding'units. This is relevant particularly in self- ■

weighting designs in ,order tr keep the multiplier a constant.

138• "Call-backs" or selecting a random sub-sample of the non-responding '

units (Hansen-Hurwitz method). Of the total number n? of non-responding

sample units, suppose a sub-sample n' is chosen for call-backs (or

remailing of the questionnaire in a mail inquiry)., all of whom respond

as a result of_special efforts. Then an unbiased estimator of the

universe mean Y is (n y1 + npy9) / n where y? is the sample mean from

the nl call-backs. Assume the cost function C = nc1 + nP^ * "0 - P) c^k,^

where c is the cost per unit, of making the first attempt,

Op the cost per unit of processing'the data of the first attempt, c the

costper unit of collecting and processing" the data of the second attempt,

P (= N,/N) is the' proportion of universe units that would have responded

at the first attempt, and k = n,,/nl. Under some broad assumptions, the

optimum value of k is given by . .'

. .,- p v \ ■ ■ ■ ■

and . n = nf/~~l +. (k - l) (l -'P)_7



E 6n /(r + l)

r=0

8.4/ J.A. Clausen and R.N, Ford, "Controlling bias in mail questionnaire",
Journal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 42'(1947),--

PP. 497-511-

85/ W.A. Hendricks, "Adjustment for bias by non-response in mailed surveys",
Agricultural Economics Research, vol. 1 (1949)>-PP« 52-56; W.A. Hendricke-,

The Mathematical Theory of Sampling (New York, The Scarecrow Press, 1956),

86/ D.v. Glass and E. Grebenik, The Trend and Pattern of Fertility in Great
Britain: A Report on the Family Census of 1946 (London, Her Majeety*s

Stationary Office, 1954), part I (report). '
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139* Note that although we have assumed that all the n'.units respond

at the second attempt, they may not in fact do so. The process of call

backs could be continued until response is obtained from all but a very

insignificant proportion of the units. Successive calls may help to

diminish the bias and a graph 84/ or a .regression carve fitted to the
estimates and the cumulative rate of response at successive attempts

when extrapolated to the hypothetical value of 100 per cent response

could give a better approximation to the true' value. 85/ In the 1946

Family Census of the United Kingdom, the initial response gave a very

high birth rate due to the fact that the majority of the initial non-

respondents were women with few or no children: ."of the 230,000 initial j

non-respondents (who constituted'17 per cent of the total sample); 50,000.
responded'to the follow-up appeal and the replies of first 12,000 of "them, IJ-
when combined with the reminder of the sample with a weight of 230/12, " . >

gave an adjusted birth rate which corresponded to that .already known

from other sources 86/ . .

140. Adjustment for'bias without call-backs (Hartley-Politz-Simmons

method. For dealing with the not-at-home cases a procedure that saves

the cost of call-backs may be adopted which consists of ascertaining .

from the respondents the chance of their being at home at a particular

point of time and weighting the results by the reciprocal of this

probability. Suppose the enumerators make,calls on households during

the evening on the six nights'of the week. The households are asked

whether they were at home at the time of the interview on.each of.the

five preceding evenings. The households may then be classified according

to r, the number of evenings they were at home out of five, and the ratio

(r+l)/6 taken as an estimate of the probability of the households being
at home during the enumeration hours. If n is the number of interviews

obtained in the group r and y is the group mean, then the.estimator of.

the universe mean is ' ■" - - . '

5 .■."..-■.

■ ' ■ - -I 6n y /(r + 1)
- r=0
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141. The method is obviously biased as no allowance is made for persons

who are away from home during the enumeration hours in all the six

evenings: the bias is however negligible if such persons are relatively

few. The variance formula for y is rather complicated.

. IX. CONCLUSION

142. The methods described for detection of and adjustment for recall

% lapses in demographic data do not encompass the whole field of special

methods of obtaining estimates of demographic parameters from defective

'.'■~ or limited data. 87/ The use of demographic models, including those
emanating from stable and quasi-stable population theories, have not been

generally referred to. Perforce averages of the actual or expected "

experiences in other situations, these can often be used advantageously

in situations where basic information is .lacking; they may also be used

as confirmatory checks on the results obtained by the use of techniques

that seek to recover some information which would otherwise lie concealed

in the unadjusted data.

143. Sampling inquiries are playing, and will continue to play, a crucial

rble in providing vital data in areas with defective or non-existent

registration systems and also in permitting in-depth studies of demographic

variables and their interrelations. Use 'of a sample survey also makes it

possible to ensure quality checks and incorporate special techniques to

adjust for response biases.

144. To that end, however, there could be no routine procedure. Methods

suitable to the particular data have to be applied as critically as

possible. Assessment should be made with the existent knowledge on the

characteristics of the population and field procedures that could be

obtained. The greater the detail recorded and tabulated in the survey, the

more potent the checks for accuracy and internal consistency could be

and, hence, the enhanced likelihood that important discrepancies could be

detected and adjusted for in the estimates.

145- Given the foregoing information, it appears that more accurate e

estimates of the demographic parameters could be made from the data

collected in surveys than might be expected in view of the response biases

and, for the vital events, the indirect nature of observations. An

87/ See, for example, International Union for the Scientific Study of
Population, Problems in African Demography: A Colloquium(Paris, I960);

International Union for the Scientific Study of Population, International

Population Conference, Ottawa, 1963 (Liege, 1964); Proceedings of the

World Population Conference, 1965=; Volume III: Projections; Measurement

of Population Trends (United Nations publication, Sales No.:,66.XIII.7);

Methods of Estimating Bas:o Demographic Measures from Incomplete Data

(United Nations publication, Sales No.: 67.XIII.27),
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important question, therefore, is-how far it is worth carrying out more

expensive and complicated follow-up and continuous observation surveys'.

The 1964 African Seminar on Vital Statistics was of the opinion that

such surveys would still play a crucial part in the identification of .,

errors: from the information obtained, from field work and analysis in,

the retrospective inquiries, .methods could "be improved and better

estimates of vital rates derived by relatively cheap means. tQf

146. "a combination-of several methods is naturally .likely to give.. t

better results than the use of a single method. Fr.r these methods to .

be effective they.should be built intc the survey design so as to permit
:the required- analysis: one example is the staggering of the total sample
over the.survey period in order to eliminate seasonaiity in vital .events.
These should, of course, be supplemented "by post hoc techniques, wherever

possible. But theee.too, in order to "be effective and theoretically valid,

should be integrated into the over-all survey design.

88/ Final Report of the African Seminar on Vital Statistics. Addis A^aba,
Ethiopia, 1964 (United Nations publication, Sales No. .1XVII.6).


